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InScan:

Specification and Implementation of a scan chain inserter

Abstract

To cope with testing problems for large and complex logic circuits, it is widely
acknowledged that one has to partition the circuit into independently testable
blocks, and apply structural Design-For-Testability (DFT) techniques. A widely
adopted DFT technique is scan design. With this technique, all (jull scan) or
some (partial scan) of the memoryelements in a design are replaced by scanna
bIe variants, and these memoryelements are connected in such a way that they
form one or more scan paths. A scan path is a collection of memory elements that
can be put in test mode, in which case they Hne up to form a shift register. The
use of scan paths greatly improves the testability of a design.
This report describes the specification and implementation of InScan. InScan is a
software tooI that prepares a design for scan test. InScan has been set up in such
a way that the user can interact with the program, to steer the actions performed

by it. We will show how InScan modifies the design so that it can be tested with
full scan, and we will also discuss how InScan is and can be extended with partial
scan algorithms.

Keywords

scan design, full scan, partial scan, scan path, design-for-testability, testability,
InScan
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1 Introduction

Testing of Integrated Circuits (lCs) has become a major issue in research and development of

Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI). ICs have been growing continuously in number of tran
sistors and complexity. This has caused an increase in the probability of both design errors

and manufacturing faults. Manufacturing faults result in defects on the IC, while design er

rors result in an undesired functionality of the chip. To prevent design errors, the design must

be checked at several stages of the design. It is not possible to prevent manufacturing faults,

in fact, the yield is typically between 40 and 80 percent. Because the market asks for reliable,

zero defect ICs, every single IC produced must pass several tests. One of these tests is the
structure test. The idea of structure test is that all structures, created on the silicon surface,

must be tested for correctness. The problem of structure testing of ICs is complicated by the
enormous amount of possibie faults, and the limited accessibility of parts of the ICs via the

IC pins.

The requirements for a structure test are strict. The test should be fast because it is performed
on every individual IC, and it must still have a high fault coverage since customers do not ac

cept faulty ICs. Furthermore, it is important that we are able to generate this test in a short
time in order to prevent lengthy design times. It is generally believed that these requirements

can only be met if already during the design phase the IC testability is taken into account.

This is referred to as design for testability (DFT).

There are many DFT techniques. In general, they operate by improving the controllability

and observability of the circuit. This means that test pattems can be transported more easily
to isolated parts of the IC and the responses can be more easily captured. Generating test pat

tems becomes less complex and the fault coverage increases. The DFf technique that we are
concemed with in this report is scan test.

Scan test is a DFT method that improves the testability of a design drastically by creating an

extra 'test' operation mode for the design. In normal mode, the design operates just as it is

supposed to, according to its specification. In test mode, the memoryelements will all be con

nected into one or more scan paths. To do this, all memoryelements must be replaced by ver

sions that are equipped with such a test mode (we will call such aversion the scannabie

variant). A scan path is a shift register that is only active during test mode. Through this scan
path test pattems can be applied to the rest of the circuit, that now only contains combinatori

al logic. After applying a test pattem during normal mode, the responses can be captured at

the primary outputs and the inputs of the memory elements. The captured responses in the

memoryelements can then be shifted out during test mode and gathered by the tester. In this
way, test pattem generation has only to be done for the combinatorial part of the circuit, thus

easing the process of structure testing very much.

Scan test, as explained in the previous paragraph, is also referred to asfuil scan, which means

that all memoryelements are replaced by a scannabie variant. This variant has a few extra

pins and is somewhat larger that the original memory element, due to the implementation of

the test mode (typically by putting a multiplexer in front of the memory element). When a lot

© Philips Electronics N.V. 5



of memory elements are used in the design, the cost of this replacement conceming silicon

area might be bigger than the designer is willing to accept. Also, the replacement could have
impact on the timing behaviour of the design, since the scannable variant has typically a

greater delay than the original memory element, due to its implementation with a multiplexer
in the critical path. Therefore, it is worthwhile to improve the concept of full scan, to mini

mise its disadvantages. This then leads to the concept of partial scan.

When applying partial scan, not all memory elements are replaced by variants with a test

mode. This results in less silicon area overhead due to implementation of the scan paths. In
genera\, this will however influence the benefits of scan test, e.g., the testability may de

crease, which results in longer test pattem generation times.

This report deals with the specification and implementation of InScan. InScan is a software

tooi that prepares a design for scan test. It substitutes the memoryelements by variants with a

test mode, and routes one or more scan paths. Aspecific language, called the 'Routing Plan

Language', has been designed that descri bes the scan paths in a design by means of a 'routing

plan'. Based on this language, a tooikit is created that makes it possible to perfonn certain

operations on a routing plan. The routing plan language makes it very easy to implement or

change the scan paths. With its aid, implementing partial scan has become a whole lot easier.
InScan has been set up in such a way that partial scan algorithms can be 'plugged in'. A par

tial scan algorithm is presented that makes an existing shift register part of a scan path with
out replacing all the memory elements it consists of by scannable variants. The algorithm will

modify the routing plan without influencing the testability of the design.

This report comprises the following activities:

Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to the testing of ICs.

Chapter 3 is addressing the subject of scan test, which is important for this report.

Chapter 4 presents a fonnal model for the description of hierarchical circuits. This model will

be used in subsequent chapters.

Chapter 5 gives an overview of the program this report is concemed with, namely InScan. It

discusses the modular constmction, based on PrepScan and ScanIt, and introduces the routing

plan and match mie file.

Chapter 6 gives an extensive treatment of the routing plan. Also, a fonnal model for the de

scription of scan chains is given.

Chapter 7 discusses the first part InScan consists of, namely PrepScan. This chapter goes into

great detail discussing the operation of PrepScan, especially regarding the creation of the

routing plan and the match mie file.

Chapter 8 discusses the second part InScan consists of, namely Scanlt. Especially the check
ing of the routing plan and match mie file is extensively treated.

Chapter 9 introduces several methods to optimise the routing plan. Their operation and im
plementation is discussed, as weil as their (dis)advantages.

6 © Philips Electronics N.V.



2 IC design and testing

Before an IC can be delivered to a customer, its correctness must be determined. This implies
that each individual IC must operate conform to its specifications. Since the design of ICs is
done in a number of phases, it must be checked that for each phase no errors are introduced
(an error meaning a difference between implementation and specification). In this chapter we
will first discuss the IC design process in more detail. Secondly, we will take a look at the IC
testing process, which is closely related to the design process.

2.1 IC design

In the IC design trajectory we distinguish several phases [Woudsma 90]. They range from re
quirement specification via function specification and structure specification to finally the
layout. The layout is used in the manufacturing process to make the IC. These phases are de
picted on the left hand side of figure l.I.

~ t t

test
trajectory

~ t
...... - ....

··········Iayoûf·

design
trajectory

production

Figure 1.1: The IC design and test trajectory

Below, we describe the design phases that are mentioned in figure 1.1.

© Philips Electronics N.V. 7



Requirement specification. First, an informal description of an IC will be drawn up, using a
natural language, specifying the desired requirements. This specification describes both what
the IC should do, formulated in behavioural terms (the functional behaviour), and under
which conditions (e.g., environmental and parametric constraints).

Function specification. The requirement specification is transformed into a function specifi
cation. Here one specifies what the architecture of an IC would be and which functions it
should perform. Also, the necessary top level modules and their interactions are determined.
This specification is forma!. One could, for instance, think of a VHDL description of a design
being the function specification.

Structure specification. The function specification is then transformed into a structure speci
fication. In this phase the modules and interconnections resulting from the function specifica
tion are worked out in more detail to the level of basic building blocks. This models the
eiectrical connectivity. An example of this specification is an EDIF netlist description of a
design.

Layout. The structure specification is then transformed into a layout. This specifies the place
ment of the different building blocks, and maps these blocks and their interconnections to
polygons, describing the topology of the chip. An example of this specification is GDS 11.

Product. The layout is used to actually manufacture a silicon version of the IC in a foundry.

The trajectory of creating an IC is very complex and highly error prone. Therefore, precau
tions must be taken to guarantee that the delivered IC conforms to its specification. To ac
complish this, verification is used during the design trajectory, and testing is used during the
test trajectory (after production of the IC).

To make the distinction between verification and testing clear, we will describe these terms
below:

• Verification
Comparing the results of two successive phases with each other is called verification. It

is denoted by the upwards pointing arrows in the design trajectory in figure 1.1. As can
be seen in this figure, verification is not done after the transformation from requirement
specification to function specification. This verification step can be done, but because
the requirements are stated informally, it must be performed by hand.

During the design trajectory, a higher-level description was transformed into a lower
level description. To verify whether this step was performed correctly, the opposite
action is taken. That is, given the lower-Ievel description, a higher-level description is
extracted. This extracted higher-level description is then compared with the higher
level description used during the design trajectory. Inconsistencies indicate errors.

For instance, a composition of transistors can be transformed into a composition of
logic AND and OR gates by means of verification. This can then be compared to the
gate level description that we already had at this level in the design stage. The advan-

8 © Philips Electronics N.V.



tage of verification is that it can be done prior to the manufacturing of the chip, and that
it doesn't need any stimuli, i.e., it can be done exhaustively.

• Testing
When we have created the layout of a design, the chip can be produced. During the pro
duction process, a substantial part of the ICs will become defect. Therefore, each indi
vidual IC must be checked to see if it operates according to its specification. During
testing, certain stimuli are presented to the input pins of the IC and responses at the
outputs are collected and checked against the expected behaviour. An advantage of test
ing is that it can be done for all design stages, which can be seen in the right hand side
of figure 1.1, where the test trajectory is depicted. Disadvantages are that testing can
only be done after the IC is manufactured, and that for large ICs it cannot be done
exhaustively. This is because an exhaustive test means that we should test all possible
states of an IC, and for every state we have to test all possible input combinations. For
an IC with N flip-flops and Pinputs this means that we have to test 2N.2P different
states. If there are only 50 flipflops and 10 inputs, testing this very small chip at 100
MHz would already take about 350 years....

This document is only concemed with the second item, namely testing. Below we give more
detail on the testing of ICs.

2.2 IC test

Since IC production yields are typically between 40% and 80%, tests should be applied to
every IC produced, in order to meet quality requirements. Therefore, the IC design phases are
followed by extensive testing. This testing can also be divided into several phases. In general
we can state that every phase in the design trajectory has an equivalent phase in the test tra
jectory [Beenker 90, Claasen 89], see also figure 1.1. Each test phase has a different goal, but
they all have in common that they increase the confidence that the IC has been manufactured
according to the original specification. The following test phases are depicted on the right
hand sight of figure 1.1:

Layout testing. Layout testing is not done very extensively. This originates from the fact that
matching a layout with the specification is practically not possible at this moment. What can
be and is done is checking if all layout masks were correctly aligned when producing the
chip. This checking can be easily done right after production by checking if certain markers,
that were present on each mask, are weIl aligned on the chip.

Structure testing. Structure tests look for defects that result in an incorrect behaviour and are
caused by the IC production process. It should be applied on every IC produced, because each
single IC may contain structural faults. This is the main reason that for structure testing limi
tation of the test time is very important.
In the trade-off between test time and the possibility of an incorrect IC passing the test, nor
mally a (high) number of test pattems are applied. These test pattems are generated by a test
pattem generator according to certain fault modeis. Fault models are used to define the mean-

© Philips Electronics N.V. 9



ing of "fauit". Many real faults, such as shorts and opens, can be modelled by faults defined
by such a fault model, but generally a fault model will never cover all possible faults. Exam
pies of fault models are the stuck-at fault model and the bridging-fault fault model. Structure
testing (only) requires knowledge of the structure. This implies that test pattems can be gen
erated automatically, based upon a chosen fault model.

Function testing. Test pattems for function testing are usually produced by the designer of
the IC. They include tests at the critical ends of the function specification, and will normally
only be applied to a few samples of the ICs produced, because structure testing should al
ready have proven that the IC structure corresponds with the structure specification. Hence,
this test is only needed to assure that the ICs produced are in conformity with the function re
quirement. This kind of testing uses a non-systematic approach to produce the test pattems
(mostly manually by the designer). Function testing requires knowledge of the function of the
design. This implies that the designer must produce the test pattems.

Application mode testing. In this test the IC is installed in an application environment, or
software is used to model such an environment. This test examines the correctness of the IC
design in its application and such proves that the IC is suitable for such an application.
AIso, a characterisation test can now be performed. This test aims at varying the performance
of the circuit under varying environmental and electrical conditions (for example tempera
ture, voltage and humidity). During this phase the actual electrical specification of the circuit
can be determined. Characterisation is also called "performance testing". Application mode
testing requires knowledge of the application. One has to know the specific application to be
able to build or simulate it.

The area of interest to us in this thesis is structure testing. Therefore, we look at this kind of
testing more closely in the following section.

2.3 Structure test

The large density of modem circuits results in an enormous amount of possible fault cases.
The main problem in structure testing is the question how to detect such faults, given the lim
ited accessibility via the IC pins.

A naive, but straightforward, strategy for structure testing is exhaustive testing. Here all pos
sible test pattems are applied and the responses are collected. These responses can then be
compared to the expected responses. The major drawback of this method is that for larger cir
cuits the test would take so much time that it is not suitable for practical purposes. Especially
for structure testing this is unacceptable, because the structure test must be applied to every
IC produced.

In the case of circuits containing memory elements, Le., sequential circuits, the problem is
even worse. For these circuits the output not only depend on the input but also on the current
state of the circuit. In order to test a sequential circuit exhaustively, one has to traverse all in
temal states of the circuit and for each state all test pattems should be applied.

10 © Philips Electronics N.V.



The intractability of the exhaustive test strategy has led to a search for other, practically more

useful, strategies. The next chapter will give an introduction to scan test, one of the strategies

that can be used to ease structure testing.

© Philips Electronics N.V. 11



3 Scan test

The previous chapter showed that it is virtually impossible to perform exhaustive structure

tests on large sequential designs. This is due to the fact that a lot of test patterns are needed to
traverse all internal states of a circuit. Furthermore, the problem remained of how to access

structures on the chip via the input pins. These facts result in increasing test complexity,

which can be converted into costs associated with the testing process, such as the cost of test

pattern generation, the cost of test equipment, and the cost related to the testing process it
self, namely the time required to detect and/or iso late a fault. Because these costs can be high

(and may even exceed design costs), it is important that they be kept within reasonable
bounds. One way to accomplish this is by the process of designfor testability (DFT).

3.1 Design for testability

Testability has been defined in the following way [Bennets 84]:

"An electronic circuit is testable if test-pattems can be generated, evaluated, and applied in

such a way as to satisfy pre-defined levels of performance (e.g. detection, location, applica

tion) within a pre-defined cost budget and time scale".

Design for testability (DFT) can then be described as the design effort that is specifically em

ployed to ensure that a device is testable.

There are two important attributes related to testability, namely controllability and observa
bility. Controllability is the ability to establish aspecific signal value at each node in a circuit

by setting values on the circuit's inputs. Observability is the ability to determine the signal
value at any node in a circuit by observing its outputs.

Structure testing mainly involves applying test pattems to the circuit that we're testing, and

then observing the responses. If no specific DFf technique is used, the entire circuit can only

be controlled through its input pins. It may be clear that for a large design (thousands of

gates, or more) the controllability will soon become very poor, since the number of input pins

is restricted (no more than several tens or hundreds) and structures on the IC may be fairly

isolated (not directly accessible from the input pins). AIso, the observability will become

very poor because of the same reasons and the restricted number of output pins. The poor

controllability and observability makes the process of creating test pattems very difficuit.

This may become so hard that it is not possible anymore to get a high fault coverage within

reasonable time and costs. At this point, the decision must be made to either accept a lower
fault coverage or apply DFf techniques to increase controllability and observability. Since a

lower fault coverage often is not acceptable due to the high quality requirements, the choice

then falls on DFT.

There are a number of DFT techniques. Most of them deal with either the re-synthesis of an

existing design or the addition of extra hardware to the design. This means that they affect
such factors as chip area, I/a pins, and circuit delay. Hence, a critical balance exists between

© Philips Electronics N.V. 13



the amount of DFT to use and the gain achieved. Test engineers and design engineers usually

disagree about the amount of DFT hardware to include in a design. In this report, we will fo
cus only on the DFT technique that is of importance to us, namely scan test. The remainder of

this chapter contains an introduction to scan test, and discusses its advantages and disadvan
tages.

3.2 Introduction to scan test

One of the most popular structured DFT techniques is referred to as scan design [Fujiwara
85]. In chapter 1 the difference between a non-scan design and a scan design is given. The

PI ...... combinatorial ...

SI~
logic sa-

registers ~

.....

/\...
I

clock

PO PI_~~ I--.....~ PO
combinatorial

logic S

scan
....-.ol registers~...

scan-out test clock scan-in

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Normal sequential circuit

(b) Scan version of sequential circuit

classical Huffman model of a sequential circuit is shown in figure 2.1(a). This model sepa
rates the memory elements (registers) from the rest of the circuit, so that the remaining part
of the circuit is combinatorial. The combinatorial logic has a number of primary inputs (PI)
and a number of secondary inputs (SI, the outputs of the registers). The output of the combi
natorial logic consists of primary outputs (PO) and secondary outputs (inputs to the regis
ters). Since the total circuit is sequential, testing it may be complicated if the circuit is large.

In figure 2.1(b) the scan version of the circuit is shown. The registers are now replaced by

scan registers. A scan register is a register that can operate in two modes. In the normal
mode, it acts as a normal register, just as the ones that were used in figure 2.1(a). In test
mode, the scan register will clock its data in from the 'scan-in' input instead of its normal
data input. The value will be present on the 'scan-out' output. The 'test' input determines the

mode in which the scan register will operate. Hence, a scan register has three special pins as
sociated with it besides the original pins of a register, namely the 'scan-in', the 'scan-out'

and the 'test' pin. The scan registers can now be transformed into one or more scan paths, by
connecting the 'scan-out' pin of one scan register with the 'scan-in' pin of the next scan reg-
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ister. This means that the registers now form a shift register when put in test mode. In figure
2.2 this is illustrated. Testing has now become much more easier. Since all memory elements

1 ...... ...... -". P.. """" ..
~(

combinatoriaI logic ......,-' ..
- ...... ~~

A~ A !I' ~~

... - ~ 10- .. ~ ~ -

... seanout .. seanout
~IIIIIII"IIII+

seanout
~

seanout
scanin/\ seanin/\ seanin/\ scanin/\ -..

test test test test
I I J.

1111111111111
I .L I

1 1 I
1111111111111 Ir

scan-in test dock scan-out

p 0

Figure 2.2: Scan register concatenation into a shift register

can be easily controlled and observed via the scan path (in test mode), the inputs and outputs
of scan registers can be treated as primary inputs and outputs of the combinatorial logic. This
means that we are able to shift test pattems in the scan path and apply them to the combinato
rial logic. The outputs of the combinatorial logic can be captured at the primary outputs of
the circuit and at the inputs of the scan registers. Instead of performing a sequential test on
the entire circuit, it now suffices to perform a combinatorial test on the combinatorial logic,
together with a test to check that the shift register is operating correctly. These two tests are
much easier and faster to generate than the sequential test. Also, the fault coverage will im
prove by using this method.

Testing a scan design in this way will be referred to as scan test in this report. In particular,
the example above is an example of full scan, i.e., all memory elements are replaced by scan
variants. In Chapter 9 (Optimisation techniques) the situation will be discussed where not all
memoryelements are replaced by scan variants. For now, when we are discussing scan test,
we always mean full scan.

3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of scan test

One might think that scan test is the preferred solution for testing a (complex) sequential cir
cuit when reading the previous section. This is however not always true. There are a number
of costs to be observed when using scan test. [Bennets 93] gives an overview ofthe advantag
es and disadvantages of scan test. Below, we give a summary of some solid arguments [Ben
nets 93] uses.

Arguments in favour of scan test are:

• Test pattern generation for the combinatorial parts of the circuit can be done fully
automated. Furthermore, the pattern generation software will always find a test for
a fault if there is one. Popular test pattern generation algorithms for combinatorial
circuits include Podem [Goel 81] and Fan [Fujiwara 83].
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• The fault-simulation costs are 10wer because the fault simulator is needed only for
the combinatorial parts of the circuit. The fault coverage should be 100% of all
detectable faults targeted by the pattern generator.

• The design debug capabilities by using scan paths to explore the behaviour of the
intended circuit are better.

• The design environment stays manageable because of the existence of design tools
and mIe checkers. AIso, there is a strong belief that scan enforces well-behaved
dock schemes. Such schemes can reduce timing problems in the final design. The
final benefit of a controlled design environment is lower risk of a major design
change (= quicker time to market).

• The ability to locate the cause of a defect has increased because of the partitioning
through the scan path.

The disadvantages of scan test are:

• Scan test introduces extra silicon and pins. Pins cost money, especially if the need
for scan causes an increase in package size.

• Scan memoryelements are usually enhanced versions of regular memory elements.
The enhancement is normally done by adding a multiplexer function to the front end
of the memory element. This extra functionality can be seen to increase propagation
delays - hence the potential impact on performance. There are ways to avoid this
problem, but the preferred way is that the design library is enhanced to contain
dedicated scan cells.

For a more complete discussion of these topics, the reader is referred to [Bennets 93].

It may be clear that the designer has to weigh these arguments against each other to decide
whether or not he should use scan test for his design. In general, it can be stated that when ex
tra silicon, pins and delays are not critical factors, there are no serious reasons why the de
signer should not choose for scan test. Applying scan test improves the quality of the product,
therefore makJng it a sensible choice for application. When extra silicon, pins or delays are
critical, the designer should see if the problem can be worked around in some way, because
the advantages of using scan test are clear. Partial scan, which will be discussed further in
chapter 9, is a way of reducing the costs that come with scan test, and may therefore be of in
terest to the designer.
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4 A formal model of hierarchical circuits

In this chapter we will define a model for describing multiple instance, hierarchical circuits.
The names used for several objects of the model stem from the EDIF [EIA 87] terminology as
much as possible. The reader who is familiar with EDIF, may want to use his intuitive inter
pretation of these terms.

The EDIF format [EIA 87] is used as the netlist format that is used to model designs. Also an
other format, NDL (Netlist Description Language), a Philips proprietary, is used for this pur
pose. The program that is described in this report, InScan, is built with the aid of the NDS/
LDS tooikit (Netlist Data Structure/Library Data Structure) [NDS]. Unfortunately, the nam
ing conventions that are used in EDIF, NDL and NDS/LDS are not the same. Therefore, an
overview of these naming conventions is given at the end of this chapter.

To give the reader a clear understanding of the notions used in the formal model, a more in

formal explanation with examples will also be given at the end of this chapter. Furthermore,
in appendix A the mathematical notation that we use is explained.

4.1 Ports

Dejinition 4.1: [set of ports]

The set of ports (denoted by PORD is defined as the set which contains all ports. A port is a
basic entity which will be used as a base for all further definitions.

o

Dejinition 4.2:[set of directions]

The set of directions (denoted by DIR) is defined by

DIR = {input, output, inout, undirected}

o

Dejinition 4.3:[direction of a port]

The direction of a port (denoted by dir) is a relation on PORT, defined by

dir: PORT -7 DIR

o

Dejinition 4.4:[set of input ports]

The set of input ports (denoted by IPORD is defined by

IPORT = {p E PORT Idir (p) E {input, inout} }
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o

Dejinition 4.5: [set of output ports]

The set of output ports (denoted by OPORT) is defined by

OPORT = {p E PORT Idir (p) E {output, inout} }

o

4.2 Instanees of a set of eeUs

The definition of a set of instanees is relative to a set of eells. The definition of a set of eells

will be given later on, sinee it depends on several definitions whieh are yet to eome.

Dejinition 4.6:[set of instanees]

Let CELL be a set of eells. The set ofinstances (denoted by [HST) is a relation on CELL.

[HSTCELL is the set whieh eontains all instanees of CELL. An instanee is a basic entity whieh

will be used as a base for further definitions.

o

4.3 Port referenees of a set of eeUs

Dejinition 4.7: [set of port references]

Let CELL be a set of eells. The set of port references (denotes by PORTREFCELL) is a rela

tion on [HSTCELL defined by

PORTREFCELL = JNSTcELL x PORT

with tuple element names (I, P).

o

Dejinition 4.8: [port of a port reference]

Let CELL be a set of eells. The port of a port reference (denoted by port) is a relation on

PORTREFCELL defined by

port: PORTREFCELL ~ PORT

o
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4.4 Nets of a set of eells

Definition 4.9:[set of nets]

Let CELL be a set of eells. The set of nets (denoted by NETCELL) is a relation on CELL de

fined by

NET = P(PORTXPORTREF) ,

with tuple element names (P, PR), where:

Vn E NET: In.PI + In.PRI E uv+

o

Definition 4.10:[net]

n is a net iff nE NET.

o

A net n is a tuple eontaining a finite set of ports and a finite set of port referenees. At least

one of these sets is non-empty.

4.5 eells

In this section we will define the declaration ceU of an instance, a set of ceUs, and the de
scendent relation(s) on a set of eells. Sinee these definitions are mutually dependent, we have

to use forward referenees, i.e., referenees to objeets whieh haven 't been defined yet.

Definition 4.11: [declaration eell of an instanee]

Let CELL be a set of eells. The declaration ceU of an instance (denoted ceU) is a relation on

INSTcELL defined by

cel/ : INSTcELL --t CELL,

with CELL the set of eells, whieh will be defined next.

Definition 4.12:[set of eells]

A set of ceUs CELL is defined by

CELL = P(PORT) x PUNSTcELL) x P(NETcELL) ,

with tuple element names (P, I, N), where:

VCECELL: (VpEC.P: (3 1nEC.N:pEn.P))

All ports of a eell of CELL must be a member of exaetly one net of that eell.

• VCE CELL: (ViE C.l: (VpE cel/U).P: (3 1 nE C.N: (i,p) E n.PR)))
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All port referenees of a eell of CELL must be a member of exaetly one net of that eell.

• VC E CELL: (Vp E (C.N).P: p E C.P)
All ports used in a net of a eell of CELL must be ports of that eell.

• VCECELL: (V(i,p)E (C.N).PR:pEcell(i).P)
Eaeh port referenee used in a eell of CELL eontains a port and an instanee. This port
must be a port of the declaration eell of this instanee.

• VCE CELL: (V(i,p) E (C.N).PR: iE C.l)
All port referenees used in a net of a eell of CELL must refer to instanees of that eell.

• VC,C'E CELL: C"#C'~C.PnC'.P= 0
Ports may only be part of one eell.

• VC, C' E CELL : C"# C' ~ C.l n C'.l = 0
Instanees may only be part of one eell.

+
• VCE CELL: cgc

A eell may not (indireetly) use an instanee of itself. This is defined using the
descendence relation, whieh will be defined in seetion 4.6.

o

Definition 4.13: [cell]

C is a cell iff there exists a set of eells CELL sueh that CE CELL.

o

4.6 Descendence

Definition 4.14:[kth descendent, k ~ 0]

Let CELL be a set of eells. eh descendent (denoted by !::.) is a relation on CELL defined by

k
• L: CELL x CELL ~ JB ,

where for C, C" E CELL:

o
• C"C C - C" = C

hl k

• C'L C - 3C' E CELL: (3i E C'.l: C"=cell (i)) 1\ C' Cc

and

1 n
Let C, C' E CELL. If C'CC holds we say an instanee of C' is used in eell C. If C'rc holds

for same n> 1 then there exist n - 1 eells

sueh that
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o

Definition 4.15:[descendent]

*Let CELL be a set of cells. The descendent relation (denoted by C) is a relation on CELL de-

fined by

*C : CELLx CELL ~IB,

where for C, C' E CELL:

*C'C C
k

3kE IN: C'CC

The descendent relation is thus the reflexive and transitive closure of the eh descendent rela

tion.

o

Definition 4.16:[true descendent]
+

Let CELL be a set of cells. The true descendent relation (denoted by C) is a relation on

CELL defined by

k

C: CELLx CELL ~JB,

where for C, C' E CELL:

+
C'CC

k

3k EN: C' Cc

The true descendent relation is thus the transitive closure of the eh descendent relation.

4.7 Descendent graph

Definition 4.17:[descendent graph of a set cells]

The descendent graph of a set of cells CELL (denoted GCELL) is defined by

GCELL == P(CELL) x P(CELL x CELL) ,

with tuple element names (V, E), where:

1
V==CELL/\VC,C'E CELL: (C,C') E E=Cr C

o

Theorem 4.1: Let CELL be a set of ce//s. The descendence graph GCELL is a directed acyclic
graph (DAG).

Proof: Suppose GCELL contains a cycle, i.e., there is a nE IN , sueh that
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and

Hence

+
CL:C

+
But C IZ C for each CE CELL, so we can cone/ude that GCELL is acye/ic.

D

Dejinition 4.18:[port set of acelI]

Let CELL be a set of eells. The port set of a celi (denoted by P) is a relation on CELL defined
by

P : CELL ~ P(PORT) ,

where:

\;JC E CELL: P (C) = C.P

D

This relation ean be used to retrieve the set of ports of acelI.

Dejinition 4.19:[input port set of acelI]

Let CELL be a set of eells. The input port set of a celI (denoted by lP) is a relation on CELL

defined by

lP: CELL ~ P(PORT) ,

where:

\;JCE CELL: IP(C) = P(C) nIPORT

D

This relation ean be used to retrieve the set of input ports of acelI.

Dejinition 4.20:[output port set of acelI]

Let CELL be a set of eells. The output port set ofa celi (denoted by OP) is a relation on CELL

defined by

OP : CELL ~ P(PORT) ,

where:
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';JC E CELL: OP (C) = P (C) nOPORT

o

This relation can be used to retrieve the set of output ports of acelI.

Definition 4.2I:[port referenee set of a eell]

Let CELL be a set of cells. The port referenee set of a eell (denoted by PR) is a relation on
CELL defined by

PR: CELL ~ P(PORTREF),

where:

';JC E CELL : PR (C)

o

{ (i, p) E PORTREFI iE C.l /\P E P (eelt (i))}

This relation can be used to retrieve the set of port references of acelI.

Definition 4.22: [input port referenee set of a eell]

Let CELL be a set of cells. The input port referenee set of a eell (denoted by IPR) is arelation

on CELL defined by

[PR : CELL ~ P(PORTREF) ,

where:

';JC E CELL: [PR (C) = PR (C) n { (i, p) E PORTREFI p E [PORT}

o

This relation can be used to retrieve the set of input port references of acelI.

Definition 4.23:[output port referenee set of a eell]

Let CELL be a set of cells. The output port referenee set of a eell (denoted by OPR) is a rela
tion on CELL defined by

OPR: CELL ~ P(PORTREF),

where:

';JC E CELL: OPR (C) = PR (C) n { (i, p) E PORTREFI p E OPORT}

o

This relation can be used to retrieve the set of output port references of acelI.
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Dejinition 4.24: [Ieaf eell]

Let CELL be a set of eells. Leaf cel! (denoted by leaJ) is a relation on CELL defined by

teaf : CELL -7 IB ,

where:

"IC E CELL: teaf(C) == C.l = 0

A eell for whieh this relation holds, is ealled a leaf cel!. If this relation doesn 't hold for a eell

its ealled a non-leaf cel/.

o

Dejinition 4.25:[eonneetion]

Let CELL be a set of eells, and CE CELL. Connection (denoted by Yc) is a relation on P(C)

defined by

yc : P (C) x P (C) -7IB ,

where for p, p' E P (C)

Yc(p,p') ==3nE C.N: pE nAp'E n

o

Dejinition 4.26:[net of a port]

Let CELL be a set of eells, and CE CELL. Net of a port (denoted by netc) is a relation on
P(C) defined by

netc : P(C) -7NET,

where for pEP (C) :

netc(p) = {p'EP(C)lyc(p,p')}

o

4.8 Funetionality of eells

We will associate va lues with ports, nets, and port referenees:

Dejinition 4.27:[set of values]

The set of va lues (denotes by VAL) is defined by

VAL ={0, 1 }

o
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Definition 4.28:[value]

v is a value iff v E VAL.

o

We only use the values 'a' and ' I'. This prohibits the modelling of buses, where ports must

be able to write the value 'Z' (high-impedant), in order to avoid interference with other ports

connected to the same bus. Also, wired-or and wired-and constructions cannot be described.

Since we do not intend to describe buses or wired-or/wired-and constructions, we don't need
the value 'Z'. Also the values 'X' (don't care) and 'U' (unknown) are not used, since we do

not need them for our purpose.

Definition 4.29:[value on a port]

Let pEPORT. The value that port p carries at some point in time t (denoted by v (p, t) ) is de

fined by

v: PORTx IN~ VAL

o

Definition 4.30:[value on a port reference]

Let CELL be a set of cells, and p E POR TREFCELL' The value that port reference p carries at
some point in time t (denoted by v (p, t) ) is defined by

v : POR TREFCELL x IN ~ VAL

o

Definition 4.31:[value on a net]

Let CELL be a set of cells, and nE NETcELL ' The value that net n carries at same point in time
t (denoted by v (n, t) ) is defined by

v: NETcELLxIN ~ VAL

o

Time is modelled by an integer, i.e., time is divided into time slots. This suffices for synchro

nous logic circuits. When describing combinatoriallogic, an output port value depends on the

input port values, so we Can omit time t, and denote the value on a port by v (op) .

Since there will be a finite set of memory elements, a cell C will have a finite set of states in

which it can be. We can therefore associate each state with a unique natural number.

Definition 4.32:[(internal} state of a ceH]

Let CELL be a set of cells, and CE CELL. The (internal) state of C (denoted state) is a rela

tion on C and the time t defined by
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state: CELL x IN ~ IN

D

Let CELL be a set of cells, C E CELL, and denote

then:

state (C, t + 1) = f c (state (C, t), V (iPl' t), V (iP2' t), ... , V (iPIIP (Cll' t»

In general, the value of an output port in time slot t + 1 is a function of the input port values

in time slot t, and the intemal state in time slot t. Let CELL be a set of cells, CE CELL, and

again denote

then:

v (op, t+ 1) = fop (state (C, t), v (iPl' t), V (iP2' t), ... , v (iPIIP(Cl/' t»

Definition 4.33:[combinatorial output port]

Let CELL be a set of cells, and CE CELL. Combinatorial output port (denoted by combop) is

a relation on OP(C), defined by

combop: OP (C) ~ IB ,

where for op E OP (C) :

combop (op) =. 'ïIst, st' E STATE (C) : fop (st, ... ) = fop (st', ... )

D

This means that the output port value of a combinatorial output does not depend on the inter

nal state of its cell, only on the input port values of its cello This implies that the response to

input value changes is not time-dependent.

Definition 4.34:[combinatorial cell]

Let CELL be a set of cells, and CE CELL. Combinatorial cell (denoted by comb) is arelation

on C, defined by

comb: C ~ IB

where:

'ïlop E OP (C) : comb (op) = true

D
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Definition 4.35:[sequential cell]

Let CELL be a set of eells, and CE CELL. sequentia I eelt (denoted by seq) is a relation on C,

defined by

seq: C ~IB

where:

seq (C) == -.comb (C)

o

4.9 Relation between the model and reality

4.9.1 Leaf cells

A leaf eell is a eell whieh is not described in tenns of lower-Ievel eells, but eontains funetion

ality "by definition". This funetionality cannot be described using the model, beeause it was

only intended to describe the hierarchical relation between two or more eells of a design.

4.9.2 Non-teaf cells

A non-leaf eell is a eell that eontains a number of instanees, whieh are also ealled ehildren,

with possible interconnections between them. The non-leaf eell is also ealled the paren! of its

ehildren. The funetionality of the parent ean be detennined from the funetionality and the in
tereonneetion scheme of its ehildren. The concept of parent and ehildren introduces a hierar

ehy in the design structure.

4.9.3 Instances

A (leaf or non-leaO eell (also ealled declaration eell) defines the eontents of an entity, and
henee is a deelaration. Instanees (also ealled instantiation eells) are used to provide multiple

instantiations of sueh a declaration eell. There ean be only one declaration of a eertain eell,

while there ean be as many instanees of that eell as one may need.

An instanee is merely a referenee to the declaration eell it belongs to. It has no eontents of its
own, besides its ports, which we will eall po rtrefs , to distinguish between ports of cells and

ports of instances. Again, a portref is only a reference to the eorresponding port on the decla

ration eell. The funetion of an instanee is detennined by the function of the eorresponding

declaration eell.
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4.9.4 Ports

Ports of a (leaf or non-Ieaf) cell represent the interface to and from the extemal world. They

are electrical connectors which can be connected to other ports, or to some extemal world

source/destination. Using the direction of information flow, we distinguish four types of

ports:

input ports: Information flow is always directed from a higher-level cell to lower level

cell(s).

output ports: Information flow is always directed from a lower-Ievel cell to higher level

cell(s).

inout ports: Information flow can be directed from a higher-level cell to lower level cell(s),

or vice versa.

undirected ports: The information flow direction is not specified, and must be derived by

examination of the structural specification.

4.9.5 Nets

Nets are used to model interconnections between ports. All ports and port references of such

a net are electrically connected, i.e., they form a "galvanic unity". At an arbitrary point in

time, these ports and port references carry the same value.

4.9.6 Naming conventions

As said before, the naming conventions between EDIF, NDL and NDS/LDS are not the same.

This is particularly confusing since EDIF, NDL and NDS/LDS sometimes use the same terms

with a different meaning. Therefore, below a table is given which clarifies the relationship

between the different terms used by the formats mentioned before. It can be kept in mind that

the explanation of the EDIF terms is given above.

EOIF NOL NOS LOS

port implicit pin port

net N/A net (net)

eell macro declaration eell
bloek

instanee implieit instantiation (instantiation
bloek bloek)

library (the file) design library

28

Table 4.1: Naming conventions
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5 InScan

This report deals with the specification and implementation of InScan. InScan is a program
that adds scan paths to a design. This design, that we then call 'scannabie' , i.e. prepared for
scan test (full scan), can be processed by a test pattem generator that recognises the scan path
functionality and creates appropriate test patterns for it. InScan must be set up in such a way
that it can be extended with partial scan algorithms. Partial scan is a topic that will be ad
dressed in chapter 9. It is concerned with reducing the overhead of full scan by not putting all
memoryelements in the scan paths. For an elaborate discussion the reader is referred to chap

ter 9.

5.1 PrepScan and Scanlt

Basically, InScan performs two actions:

1. Replacement of all memory elements (flip-flops) by 'scannable' variants.

2. Creation of the scan paths.

These steps need to be refined somewhat, to allow partial scan algorithms to be 'plugged in'

easily. Therefore, a more refined schematic is given below:

1. Propose a default way of creating the scan paths.

2. Allow (partial scan) algorithms to 'optimise' this proposal, i.e., alter it so that it con
forms to a certain (partial scan) methodology. This step is optional.

3. Propose a •scannable' variant for each type of memory element that is to be entered in a
scan path.

4. Replace all memory elements that are to be entered in a scan path, by their 'scannable'
variant, which was proposed in the previous step.

5. Create the scan paths.

In this schematic, basically two sort of steps can be distinguished. Steps 1-3 only perform
analysis which results in certain proposals. Steps 4-5 only execute these propositions. The
proposals that are created in steps 1-3 detennine the operation of the entire program. It would

be desirable that the user could interact with the program in order to check these propositions
and possibly alter them. This would greatly improve the flexibility of the program. Therefore,
it has been decided that InScan should be constructed of two separate programs: PrepScan,
which performs the steps 1-3, and Scanlt, which performs steps 4-5.
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5.2 The interface between PrepScan and ScanIt

The propositions that are created by PrepScan must be stored in some format, so that ScanIt

can read them in and execute them. Because we would also like to give the user the possibili
ty of editing these propositions, they should be in some format that is easy to read, to under

stand, and to modify.

5.2.1 The routing plan language

In the previous section, the steps 1 and 2 create a scan path proposal. This proposal defines

how memoryelements are assembied to constitute scan paths. To describe this proposal, the

routing plan language has been designed. We will call a proposal in terms of this language a

routing plan. The next chapter will give an elaborate discussion of the routing plan format. In

appendix B the syntax of the routing plan language is given.

5.2.2 The match rule format

Step 3 in the previous section is concemed with proposing replacements for the memory ele

ments that are to be entered in a scan path. To describe this proposal, the match rule format is
used. This format will be discussed in chapter 7. We will call a file that contains a proposition

in terms of this format a match rule file.

5.2.3 Schematic overview

In figure 5.1 a schematic overview is given of InScan. This figure shows how the design is

processed, and how the user can interact with the program. Note that the information flow in

the figure is not complete. There are more files associated with program execution, but they
are not mentioned here to avoid confusion of the reader at this point.

PrepScan I

•§
Figure 5.1: Schematic overview of InScan
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6 The routing plan language

The routing plan language has been designed specifically to describe the scan paths in a de

sign in a readable way. This makes it easy for the user to read a routing plan and make chang

es to it. Below, the routing plan language and some of its concepts will be explained.

Furthermore, a formal model will be given with which scan paths can be described. In appen

dix B the routing plan syntax is described, together with a number of semantic rules to which

a routing plan should adhere. This syntax will be explained thoroughly throughout this chap

ter.
The routing plan language is useful for applications that have to deal with scan paths. Prep

Scan is an example of an application that describes scan paths that are yet to be created. Oth

er applications may however just as weil use this language for describing already existing

scan paths.

The routing plan language has been implemented as a tooikit, which defined the data struc

ture on which the routing plan is based, and the operations that can be performed on it. This

tooikit is called SDS (Scan Data Structure). More information about it can be found in the

SDS user manual [SDS].

6.1 Hierarchy: The macro

The designs that are considered are hierarchical of nature. They can be either in the EDIF

2 00 netlist format [EIA 87] or the Philips proprietary NDL (Netlist Description Language)

format. In EDIF a design is composed of (declaration) cells, the basic entities. Each cell can

contain other (instantiation) cells, which results in a hierarchy of cells. Unfortunately, nam

ing conventions aren't very weIl standardised, since what EDIF calls cells, NDL calls mac
ros. Furthermore NDS (Network Data Structure) [NDS], the tooikit that is used to implement

InScan, uses the term block for this. To avoid confusion, we will use the EDIF terms. In table

4.1 these terms are mentioned, together with the names that NDL and NDS/LDS use.

Since netlists are hierarchical, the scan paths will traverse through a number of levels of hier

archy. The routing plan must retlect this hierarchy in order to be able to describe the scan

paths. Therefore the routing plan will be constructed of entities that correspond with the dec

laration cells in the design. These entities will be called macros, not to be confused with the

macros that are used in NDL. The syntax of a routing plan and macro is as follows (refer to

appendix B for remarks about notational matters):

routing_plan
macro

....-
00..-

[+ macro +]
'MACRO' name
([ 'DERIVEDFROM' name] I ['REPLACEDFOR' name])
[+ clock_domain +]
( 'ENDMACRO' I 'END' ) [ 'j' ]
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As can be seen, macros exist of a number of clock domains. These entities will be discussed
in the next section. A macro is used to describe how one or more scan paths traverse the dec
laration cell that corresponds with the macro. There are basically two types of macros, name
ly the 'ReplacedFor' and the 'DerivedFrom' macro.

The 'ReplacedFor' macro corresponds with the scannable variant of a leaf declaration cell
that is a memory element. For example:

Macro dnnlOtad_sff ReplacedFor dnnlOtad

EndMacro

denotes that an instanee of cell dnnlOtad (which is a memory element) can be replaced by
an instanee of OOnlOtad_sff, which should be a scannable variant of dnnlOtad. Thus,

this macro describes how the scan path(s) traverse(s) the scannable variant of cell 00

nlOtad. Since the macro corresponds with a variant of acelI, the macro name and the 'Re

placedFor' macro name must be different.
Note that, when creating the scannable variants, PrepScan conforms to the naming conven

tion for these elements, which means that the names of scannable variants are composed of
the name of the original elements, followed by the postfix "_sff".

The 'DerivedFrom' macro corresponds with any other declaration cell (teaf or non-Ieaf) and

describes how the scan path(s) traverse(s) this cello Normally, it is sufficient to give one sueh
description for a certain cell. However, it might sometimes be convenient to be able to give
several descriptions of how scan paths can traverse acelI. This can be done with the 'De
rivedFrom' construct. For example:

Macro Al DerivedFrom A

EndMacro

Macro A2 DerivedFrom A

EndMacro

denotes that for cell A two scan path descriptions are given. Now certain instanees of declara

tion cell A can be described with macro Al and others can be described with macro A2. If

there is only one description of scan paths through acelI, the 'DerivedFrom' keyword can be

omitted from the macro. So Macro A DerivedFrom A is equal to simply Macro A.

There is no need to provide a macro for each declaration cell a design is composed of. Only
cells that contain a part of a scan path need to be described with a macro. In general, combi
natorial cells will not require a corresponding macro, since the combinatorial logic will gen
erally not be part of any scan path. This is however not always true for all combinatorial
logic, since it is possible to use simpIe elements like a buffer, an inverter, or a multiplexer in
a scan path.
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6.2 Clock domains

When eonstrueting scan paths, it has to be made sure that all memory elements a scan path is
eomposed of are cIoeked on the same edge(s) of the same cIoek port(s) (i.e. simuitaneously),

in order to be able to shift a value through the shift register from the input of the scan path to
the output in test mode. To distinguish between elements that are not cIoeked simuitaneously,
we introduce the concept of doek domain.

A cioek domain is a part of the design that is eloeked simultaneously. Sinee our designs are
divided into eells, we define the cIoek domain of a eell as being that part of a eell that is
cIoeked simultaneously. A cIoek domain ean now be seen as the union of the eell cIoek do
mains that are eloeked simuitaneously.

Eaeh macro will be eonstrueted with at least one doek domain, the syntax of whieh is:

cloek_domain::='CLOCKDOMAIN' [ name]
( [ 'DRIVENBY' cloek_list ] I [ 'NOTDRIVEN' ] )

[+ ehain +]

( 'ENDCLOCKDOMAIN' I 'END' ) [ ';' ]

As ean be seen, a cIoek domain is further subdivided in a number of ehains. These entities
will be diseussed in the next seetion. Eaeh eloek domain of a macro has a name, whieh must
be unique within the macro. Furthermore, the cIoek domain ean be eloeked by a number of
doek ports. If there are no doek ports (e.g., in the case of a macro that eorresponds with a
combinatorial eell) this ean be indicated with the 'NOTDRIVEN' keyword. For example:

Macro inv

ClockDomain none NotDriven

EndClockDom3in

EndM3cro

eould be the macro of an inverter whieh of course is not driven by any cIoek pin.

If there is at least one cIoek port, this ean be indieated with the 'DRIVENBY' keyword. Eaeh
doek port consists of a name and possibly a '-' symboi. This symbol indieates that the mem
ory eIements of which the eloek domain eonsists, are doeked on the falling edge of the doek
port. Absence of sueh a symbol indieates that they are doeked on the rising edge of the cIoek
port. For example:

Macro X

ClockDomain cd DrivenBy ( -clk )

EndClockDomain

EndMacro

indieates that all memory eIements of doek domain ed are cloeked on the falling edge of
doek port elk. It is possible to enter more than one cIoek port in the 'DRIVENBY' list.
When this is done, it is assumed that all these ports are eonneeted somewhere higher in the
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hierarchy of the design, possibly even outside the chip, on the PCB. This is comparable with
the "Mustjoin" construct in EDIF. Multi-phase clocking is not yet supported by the routing
plan language.

6.3 Chains

A chain, or scan chain, is an important entity in the routing plan language. It models a (part of
a) scan path. A chain consists of two parts, namely a 'chain port' definition and an enumera
tion of the elements it consists of. Below, the syntax is given.

chain ....- 'CHAIN' [ {chain}name ]
[ length]
[ 'SCANIN' name]

[ 'SCANOUT' port_list]
[ 'SCANENABLE' portJist]
[ 'NORMENABLE' port list]
[ 'HOLDENABLE' port_list]
[ 'ORDER'
order list
( 'ENDORDER' I 'END' ) [ 'i' ] ]
( 'ENDCHAIN' I 'END' ) [ 'i' ]

The chain name must be unique within the clock domain. Each chain has a length. This length
is the sum of lengths of the elements the chain is composed of. The length of an element is
the number of clock cycles that are needed to shift a value from the input of the chain to the
output. Hence, the length of a memory element is considered to be 1 (one), and the length of
a combinatorial element is considered to be 0 (zero).

Each chain has a num ber of special ports associated with it, which we will cal1 'chain ports'.
These ports are the extra ones that are needed to implement the scan functionality. As can be
seen from the syntax, there are five possible ports, of which the last two ('NORMENABLE'
and 'HOLDENABLE') are only implemented for future extensions and will not be used in the
current version of InScan, as described by this report.
The first three ports indicate how the chain operates. The 'SCANIN' port is the port at which
a value can be shifted into the chain, The 'SCANOUT' port is the port at which a value wil1
be shifted out of the chain, and the 'SCANENABLE' port is the port that puts the chain into
test mode. In figure 2.2 a chain is depicted with these three ports. A chain can only have one
'SCANIN' port, but more than one 'SCANOUT' and 'SCANENABLE' ports in the routing
plan language. However, InScan will only al10w one 'SCANOUT' port and one 'SCANENA
BLE' port per chain.
The 'SCANOUT' and 'SCANENABLE' ports can appear with a '-' symbol. A '-' symbol be
fore the 'SCANOUT' port means that the chain has an inversion incorporated in it. Shifting a
value through the entire chain will resuit in the inverted value at the 'SCANOUT' port. A '-'
symbol before the 'SCANENABLE' port means that the chain will enter test mode when a
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logical zero is presented to this 'SCANENABLE' port. If no '-' symbol appears before the
'SCANENABLE' port, a logical one will put the chain in test mode. Below, an example is
given of a macro with one chain:

Macro X

ClockDomain cd DrivenBy ( clk )
Chai n clm

Lenght 5

Scanln si

Scanout so
ScanEnable -se

EndChain
EndClockDomain

EndMacro

As can be seen, the chain starts at port si, and ends at port so. It wiJl be put in test mode by
applying a logical zero to port se.

The definition of the chain ports can be followed by a list of 'chain elements' of which the
chain is constructed. This is explained in the next section.

6.4 Chain elements

Since the designs that we consider are hierarchical of nature, this hierarchy is also reflected
in the definition of chains. A chain for a cell will be defined in terms of the chains of the in
stances that cell consists of. We will explain this with an example. In figure 6.1 a design is

shown that consists of a cell named X. X contains two instances of cell Y. We have left out
the "normal" connections between the cells for c1arity.

X

instl

.,"""""'''''
chain

Y inst2

..,"""'",,,
chain

Y

Figure 6.1: Example design with chain

Below the macro for cell Y is given. As can be seen, one chain has been defined for cell Y.
This chain is also depicted in the instances of cell Y in figure 6.1.

Macro Y

ClockDomain yclk DrivenBy elk)

Chain ychn
Length 8

Scanln ysi
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ScanOut yso

ScanEnable yse

Order

EndOrder

EndChain

EndClockDomain

EndMacro

For now, we do not specify the elements of which the chain is composed of. Suppose that

both instances of Y are clocked simultaneously. We want to construct a chain for cell X. This
chain will be constructed of the chains that are present with the instances used in X. In figure

6.1 the chain is depicted. The following macro can be created:

Macro X
ClockDomain xcI DrivenBy ( cl )

Chain xchn
Length 16
ScanIn xsi

ScanOut xso

ScanEnable xse

Order
instl OfType Y Length 8

inst2 OfType Y Length 8

EndOrder

EndChain
EndClockDomain

EndMacro

Chain xchn consists of two 'chain elements', which are mentioned in the order list. Note that
these chain elements can appear in the same chain because they are clocked simultaneously.

If they were not, macro X would have got two clock domains, both with one chain that con
sisted of one of the chain elements. The syntax of the order list is as follows:

order list
element

....-

....-
element [* element *]
name 'OFTYPE' name
[ [ 'CLOCKDOMAIN' name]
'CHAIN' name] [ length]

An order list consists of a number of chain elements. The first item a chain element is com
posed of is its name. This name is supposed to be the name of an instance that is used in the
cell that corresponds with the macro. So in the example above, inst 1 and ins t2 are in
stances that are used in cell X. The second item is the declaration cell type of this instance. In

the previous example, the type of instl and inst2 is Y. The next item is a dock domain
name. This item is only necessary if the chain name is not unique within the macro (remem

ber that a chain name had only to be unique within a clock domain). Since macro Y only has
one chain, the dock domain is not mandatory in the previous example. The next item is the

chain name. This name is only necessary if the referred macro contains more than one chain.
That is why it is not mandatory in the previous example. The order list in the previous exam

ple could for example also be written in the following way:

Order
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in:;t1 OfType Y Chain yelm Length 8

inst2 OfType Y ClockDomain yclk Chain ychn Length 8

EndOrder

The last item is the length field, which indicates the length of the chain element.

The chain elements will be routed in the order as they appear in the order list. 50 inst 1 will
become the first part of chain xchn in the previous example. The user can easily change the
order in which the chain elements are routed, just by modifying the order of the chain ele
ments in the order list. We will see that this is also done by specific algorithms that optimise
the routing plan (see chapter 9).

Leaf cells do not contain any instances by definition. Therefore, the order list of a macro cor
responding with a leaf cell (a leaf macro) is non-existing. The entire order list will be left out
in this case. Below, an example is given for the macro of a memory element:

Macro dllIllOtad_sff ReplacedFor dnnlOtad

ClockDomain elk DrivenBy ( elk

Chain chn

Length 1

Seanln dt

ScanOut q

SeanEnable te

EndChain

EndCloekDomain

EndMaero

Because cells that correspond with leaf macros are supposed to have the scan functionality
incorporated in them, the chain ports of chains of these macros should be existing ports on
the cells. 50, in the example above, ports dt, q, and te are supposed to be existing ports on
cell dnnlOtad_sff. The chain ports of non-leaf cells do not have to exist. They will be cre
ated by InScan when necessary.

6.5 Formal model of scan chains

In this section we will give a formal definition of scan chains. This definition will closely re
semble the routing plan, so that the reader will not find it hard to understand. All definitions
are related to a set of cells. To prevent the use of several "Let CELL be a set of cells", we will
assume from now on that a set of cells is chosen, and we will denote this set of cells by
CELL.

dejinition 6.1: [set of enable ports]

The set of enable ports (denoted by ENABLE) is defined by

ENABLE = IPORTx/B ,

with tuple element names (P, VAL).

o
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definition 6.2: [enable port]

e is an enable port iff e E ENABLE

D

definition 6.3: [set of doek ports]

The set of cloek ports (denoted by CLOCK) is defined by

CLOCK = JPORTx JB

with tuple element names (P, POL).

D

definition 6.4: [doek port]

e is a doek port iff C E CLOCK

D

definition 6.5: [set of ehain elementsl

The set of ehain elements (denoted by CHAINEL) is defined as the set which contains all
ehain elements. A chain element is a basic entity which will be used as a base for further def
initions.

D

definition 6.6: [position of a ehain element]

The position of a ehain element (denoted by pos) is a relation on CHAINEL defined by

pos: CHAJNEL -7 IN ,

where pos denotes the position of the chain element in the chain

D

definition 6.7: [instanee of a ehain element]

The instanee of a ehain element (denoted by inst) is a relation on CHAINEL defined by

in st : CHAJNEL -7 JNSTcELL ,

where:

Vel E CHAJNEL : inst (el) E CELL.J

D
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dejinition 6.8: [chain of a chain element]

The chain of a chain element (denoted by chain) is a relation on CHAINEL defined by

chain: CHAJNEL ~ CHAJN

where:

Vel E CHAINEL : chain (el) E CHAINcell(ins/(el))

in this definition we have used CHAINc (with CE CELL). CHAINc will be defined later on.
The restrietion states that a ehain element must refer to a ehain, whieh is part of the eelt to
whieh the instanee of that ehain element refers.

o

dejinition 6.9: [set of scan chains]

Let CE CELL. A set of scan chains of C (denoted by CHAINc) is defined by

CHAJNc = lP (C) x OP (C) x1B x P(ENABLE) x P(CLOCK) x P(CHAINEL) x IN

with tuple element names (I, 0, INV, E, C, EL, n).

A scan ehain eh of eelt C henee consists of the foltowing parts:

• ehJ: the scan input port
• eh.o: the scan output port
• ehJNV: a boolean,false indicates a non-inverting chain, true indicates an inverting

chain
• eh.E: the set of enable ports, with their enable value
• eh.C: the set of clock ports, with their relative polarity
• eh.EL: the set of chain elements, which concatenated farm the chain ch.
• eh.n: the length of this chain, specifying the number of clock cycles needed to shift

data from the scan input to the scan output.

For all CH E CHAJNc the foltowing must hold:

• (CH.E).P ç lP (C)\ {CH./}
The enable ports of CH are supposed to be input ports of C, but may not be the scan
in port of CH.

• (CH. C) .P ç lP ( C) \ {CH./}

The clock ports of CH are supposed to be input ports of C, but may not be the scan
in port of CH.

• (CH.E).P n (CH.C).P = 0
An enable port of CH cannot also be a clock port of CH, and vice versa.

• Ve,e'E CH.E: e.P = e'.P~e.VAL = e'.VAL
It is forbidden to define a port twice, but with different values, in the scan-enable
set of CH.
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• Ve, e' E CH. C : e.P = e'.P => e.POL = e'.POL
It is forbidden to define a port twice, but with different polarities, in the dock port
set ofCH.

• VO 5, i < ICH.ELI : (3 lel E CH.EL : pos (el) =i)
Each chain element of CH has a unique position in the chain.

• Let el E CH.EL. We define:

SI (el) = (inst (el), ehain (el)./)

SO (el) = (inst (el), ehain (el). 0)

eli = the element et' E CH.EL, for which pos (el') = i

In case CH.EL f; 0, the following must hold:

• yc (CH.I, SI (ela))

The scan-in port of CH must be connected to the scan-in port of its first chain
element.

• Yc(CH.O,SO(eIICH.ELI_I))

The scan-out port of CH must be connected to the scan-out port of its last chain
element.

• V(O<i<ICH.ELI-l: Yc(SO(eli_I),S/(el)))

The scan-out port of a chain element must be connected to the scan-in port of the
next chain element (except for the last chain element).

• CH.INV = EtlO5,i<ICH.ELI: ehain(el).INV

Chain CH inverts if the number of inverting chain elements of CH is odd .

• CH.n = L05,i<ICH.ELI: ehain(el).n

The length of CH is equal to the sum of lengths of its chain elements.

• (VelE CH.C: V (netc(el.P)) = val (el. POL)) =>

(Ven E CLOCKNETcH : v (en.N) =val (en. POL) )

• (VelE CH.C: V (netc(el.P)) = val(el.POL)) =>

(Ven E CLOCKNETcH : v (en.N) =val (en.POL))

If a dock port of a cell carries its specified polarity, then all dock ports of the
children, that are driven by that port, must also carry their specified polarity,
and vice versa.

with

• (Ven E CH.E: v (netc (en.P)) = en. VAL) =>

(Ven E ENABLENETcH : v (en.N) = en. VAL)

If an enable port of a cell carries its specified enable value, then all enable
ports of the children, that are driven by that port, must also carry their
specified enable values.

40

CLOCKNETcH = {(n,p) E C.NxJB: 3elE CH.EL: 3elE ehain(el).C:

(inst(el), CH.C) E n.PR A el.POL=p }
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ENABLENETeH = { (n, v) E E.N xJB : 3el E CH.EL : 3en E chain (el).E :

(inst(el), CH.e) E n.PR A en. VAL=v }

o

definition 6.10: [scan chain]

eh is a scan chain iff there is aCE CELL for which eh E CHAlNe

o

definition 6.11: [Ieaf scan chain]

Let CE CELL. Leaf scan chain (denoted by leafchainc) is a relation on CHAJN(C) defined by

leafehaine : CHAlNe-tJB

where:

Veh E CHAlNe : leafehaine (eh) == eh.EL = 0

o

definition 6.12: [set of doek domains]

Let CE CELL. A set of clock domains of C (denoted by CLOCKDOMc) is defined by

CLOCKDOMe = P(Cf/AlNd

with tuple element name (CH).

For all CD E CLOCKDOMe the following must hold:

• VCHI, CH2E CD: Cf/I.C = CH2.C

o

definition 6.13: [doek domain]

cd is a clock domain iff there is aCE CELL for which cd E CLOCKDOMe

o

definition 6.14: [set of macros]

Let CE CELL. A set of macros (denoted by MACROc) is defined by

MACROe = P(CLOCKDOMe)

with tuple element name (CD)

o
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dejinition 6.15: [macro]

me is a macro iff there is aCE CELL for which me E MACROc

o

dejinition 6.16: [Ieaf macro]

Let CE CELL. Leaf macro (denoted by leafmacroc) is a relation on MACROc defined by

leafmacroc : MACROc --1 IB

where:

'\Imacro E MACRO c '\lcd E macro '\Ich E cd: leafchain (eh) = true

o
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7 PrepScan

As was stated in chapter 5, InScan is divided into two parts, to improve the flexibility of the
program. The first part, which is called PrepScan, is only concemed with the creation of the
plans that describe how the scan chains should be created for a certain design. This chapter

will describe PrepScan in greater detail, discussing how the routing plan and the match rule
file will be generated. It will describe which actions PrepScan perforrns, why it does so, and

how.

7.1 Introduction

In chapter 5, operation of InScan was divided into five actions, of which the first three should
be executed by PrepScan. They are repeated here:

1. Propose a default way of creating the scan chains. This step produces a routing plan.

2. Allow (partial scan) algorithms to 'optimise' this routing plan, i.e., alter it so that it con
forms to a certain (partial scan) methodology. This step is optional.

3. Propose a 'scannabie' variant for each type of memory element (flip-flop) that is to be
entered in a scan path. This step produces a match rule file.

These three steps are the major steps PrepScan will perforrn. In figure 7.1 a modular descrip
tion of PrepScan is given, together with the inputs and outputs of the program. This figure de
scribes the most important actions that PrepScan undertakes in order to perform the

abovementioned steps. The modules will be discussed in the following sections.

7.1.1 Implementation matters

As was said earlier, InScan is implemented using the NOS/LOS tooikit [NOS]. This tooikit
was specially designed to provide a program developer with a general means for the storage
of network data and a set of functions that operate on that data. In table 4.1 a summary was
given of several terrns that are used by NOS/LOS, and their corresponding names in EOIF
and NOL. One concept is however not yet thoroughly explained, namely that of 'design' ver
sus' library'.

A design can be seen as a collection of cells, or, stated in terrns of our formal model:

Definition 7.1: [design]

A design is a set of cells CELL.

o

This description is however not sufficient to model a real design, because we haven 't speci
fied what leaf ceUs are. Every cell in a design is built up of other cells, right down to the level
of leaf ceUs, which do not contain other ceUs anymore. The properties of a ceU are construct-
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CreateRestartFile

.....----+-- @m~

.....-----t-- @eSig~

AnalyseClockDomains
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CreateRoutingPlan

OptimiseRoutingPlan

WriteRoutingPlan

.,'III ~

Figure 7.1: Modular architecture of PrepScan

ed from the properties of all the cells it consists of. Leaf cells do not contain other cells any

more, and should thus have a property description contained in them. This is where the

library comes in. A library is a collection of leaf cells, with every leaf cell and its ports con

taining a property description.

Definition 7.2: [library]

A library is a set of cells CELL, with

{c E CELLI (teaf(c) =true) AC and all its ports contain property descriptions}

D

The contents of the property descriptions is left unspecified. Whenever we require some in

formation being specified in this description, we will clearly state so. The libraries we will

work with are supposed to be EDT libraries (libraries in the EDT library format [EDT Library

format]) that adhere to the ED&T library norm [ED&T Library norm]. The designs we will

work with can be either in the EDIF 2 0 0 or NDL format.
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7.2 The first four modules

7.2.1 Reading the Iibrary

The first step that is performed by PrepScan is reading the "system" Iibrary. The library

should be in the

EDT format (as explained in the previous section), either in ASCII or compiled in a binary

file. Optionally, a second "user" Iibrary can be specified, in order to supplement or correct the

main Iibrary. The idea is that the design may contain cells that do not exist in the "system" Ii

brary, but are only valid for this particular design. Instead of editing the system Iibrary, these

cells can be described in a separate file, the "user" Iibrary. If a cell occurs in both the system

and the user Iibrary, the port counts and directions of both cells are compared with each other.

If they match, all properties of the cell in the system Iibrary are copied to this Geil. Then the

cell in the system Iibrary is deleted. If they do not match, the cell in the system Iibrary is also

deleted. In this way, cells in the system Iibrary can be overruled. Hence, the user Iibrary has

the highest priority.

The advantage of this approach is that the system Iibrary does not have to be changed for

each design. It remains stabie, while it can implicitly be updated via the user Iibrary. This

greatly improves the surveyability of Iibrary files.

7.2.2 Checking the Iibrary

The Iibrary that is read in must satisfy a few rules, provided InScan can work with it. The Ii

brary must of course be valid according to the Iibrary format [EDT Library format]. This can

be checked for with 'LibCheck', the Iibrary checker. If 'LibCheck' cannot validate the Ii

brary, then the Iibrary is not considered suitable for processing by InScan.

First it is checked if the library contains at least one D-f1ip-f1op (DFF, this is the kind of

memory element that InScan will substitute). If this is not the case, then PrepScan will be

stopped because PrepScan cannot perform any actions if no DFFs are recognised. Also, buff

ers, inverters and Scan-flip-flops (SFFs) are searched for in the Iibrary. Not finding any of

these elements results in a waming. Furthermore, all ports of DFFs and SFFs must have a

class property attached to them (a type property might also be available, but is not obligatory,

since there is a default value defined for it). For more information on these properties refer to

[ED&T Library Norm].

7.2.3 Reading the design

Now, a design description can be read in. This description can either be an EDIF 2 0 0 netlist

or a Philips NDL design netlist (either in ASCII or compiled in a binary file). The language

will be recognised automatically. After reading the design, it must be merged with the Iibrary.

This means that all references to leaf eells in the design are redirected to leaf cells of the Ii

brary. Of course, this is only possible if for all leaf eeUs of the design a matching cell can be

found in the Iibrary. This is checked for.
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7.2.4 Creation of the restart file

After reading the library and the design, a binary restart file can be written. This file contains

a binary description of the library and the design, and is to be read in by ScanIt. It serves two

purposes: First, it ensures that the modifications, proposed by PrepScan, will be executed on

the same netlist/library combination as they were generated for, because the user is not able

to modify the binary restart file (doing so will always be detected, since the binary restart file

is encrypted). Second, it provides a much faster way of reloading the netlist and library, be

cause the binary file is a direct representation of the netlist data structure, which means that

the netlist and library do not have to be parsed again. They can directly be put in a netlist data

structure. Also, checking will not have to be performed anymore.

7.3 Creation of the routing plan

Now, we are ready to create a routing plan for the design just read in. A routing plan for a de

sign can be created in many ways. In this section we will describe how this is done by Prep

Scan. It will be shown that the entire operation is performed during the clock domain

analysis.

7.3.1 Cloek domain analysis

In chapter 6 we defined a clock domain as the part of a design that is clocked simultaneously,

i.e., on the same edge(s) of the same clock port(s). We need this concept to make sure that all

memoryelements a scan chain is constructed of, are clocked simultaneously. Only then, the

scan chain will be able to shift a value from its scan-in port to its scan-out port in test mode.

The clock domain in which a memory element (which is contained in the library) is con

tained, is determined by two factors, namely the polarity property of the clock port of the

memory element, and the logic in the clock line of this memory element.

The polarity property defines whether the element clocks on the rising or falling edge of the

clock signa!. If it is not available, it is assumed that the element clocks on the rising edge of

the clock signa!.

The logic in a clock line can invert the clock signal, thus influencing the clock domains. This

means that this logic has to be recognised and interpreted. Only then are we able to recognise

the clock domains. This process we call clock domain analysis.

7.3.1.1 Logie in the doek line

Clock lines can contain logic. Obvious examples are buffers or inverters that are included in

the clock line. A designer might however have a good reason for allowing the clock line to

pass through other elements than buffers and inverters. There should be a way to teil Prep

Scan through which elements a clock Hne is allowed to pass. This can be done with the doek

line elements file (cle file). This file is denoted with 'Cle' in figure 7.1.
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The cle file confonns to the routing plan language and is thus in fact a routing plan. This is

however NOT the way it should be interpreted. The routing plan fonnat was only chosen for

the de file because it already existed and was able of describing paths through cells. So a

chain should in this case be interpreted as a cloek ehain.

The de file consists of macros, each macro corresponding with a cell in the design. Note that

these cells do not have to be leaf cells. A macro has at least one clock chain. Each chain de
notes that a dock line can pass through the cell that corresponds with the macro, from the

scan-in input to the scan-out output. The chains are not supposed to have chain elements, so
that all macros are leaf macros. Note that it is hence possible to use a leaf macro for describ
ing the dock chains of a non-Ieaf cello A macro can have more chains, indicating more paths
through which a dock Hne can pass. Below, an example is given for an inverter 'YIN I' that

can be used in the dock line:

Macro YIN1

ClockDomain none NotDriven

Chain cim

Length 0

ScanIn in1

ScanOut -out1

EndChain

EndClockDomain

EndMacro

This macro states that a dock Hne can pass through any instance of type' YIN I', from input
'inl' to output 'outi'. Furthennore, the '-' sign before the scan-out output indicates that the

dock Hne will be inverted if it passes through this element via the path denoted by this chain.

Since buffers and inverters are common elements in the dock line, it is not necessary to pro

vide them via a de file. PrepScan will intemally generate a de data structure with these ele
ments. It, however, the dock should be able to pass through any other element, this element
must be provided to PrepScan via a de file. The de data structure will then be completed

with the buffers and inverters that are not yet contained in it. This updated de data structure

will also be written to disk again.

7.3.1.2 Tracing the cloek lines

Now that we know through which elements a dock line can pass, we are able to perfonn a

dock domain analysis. Since dock lines are used in all the hierarchy levels of a design, this
analysis involves tracing the dock lines through the entire design.

Tracing of a dock Hne starts at the lowest level in the hierarchy, with the leaf cells. If a leaf
cell would be avalid chain element, i.e., it is a D-flip-flop, then the (master) dock port of this

element is taken as the starting point. These ports are the only way through which we can rec

ognise a clock line, since only these ports are marked with a property that identi fies them as

dock ports. Via this port we trace upwards in the design hierarchy via the net that is connect
ed to it. We will explain this with an example.
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In figure 7.2 a design is given with four D-flip-flops. The cloek ports of these memory ele-

i1
elkl.-....=::::====;--L~

i2 ..----t

dff

f----.ol

1----.02

elk2

i3..----t

dff

Figure 7.2: Example design for c10ek domain analysis

ments are eonneeted in various ways. The upper left DFF has its eloek port direetly eonneeted
to e1kl via a net. This means that tracing this element will result in a e10ek domain, driven by
port elkl. We eall this e10ek domain 'c1kl_pos'.
The upper right DFF has its e10ek port eonneeted to the output of an and-gate. Sinee we did
not provide a e1e file with this element in it, the c10ek Hne eannot pass through this gate. This
means that this flip-flop eannot be entered in the routing plan, sinee we do not know how to
get a e10ek signal to this element. A waming message will be displayed by PrepSean if sueh a
situation oeeurs.
The lower left flip-flop has its e10ek port eonneeted to the output of a buffer. Sinee this ele
ment ean be traeed through by default, tracing will continue at the input of the buffer. From
there, the e10ek Hne traces to port e1k2, which results in our seeond e10ek domain, ealled
'e1k2_pos' and driven by port c1k2.
The lower right flip-flop has its c10ek port eonneeted to the input port of an inverter. This el
ement ean also be traeed through by default, so that tracing will continue at the input of the
inverter. Sinee the tracer passed an inverter, it must be kept in mind that an inversion in the
c10ek Hne occurred. Now a special case oeeurs, sinee we arrive at a point that already has
been traeed. This is not a problem, tracing ean just go on, regardless of the inversion we just
encountered. Again, we arrive at port elk2, this time however with an inversion noted in the
c10ek Hne. Beeause of this inversion, this flip-flop eannot be entered in c10ek domain 'c1k2_
pos'. Therefore, we ereate a new c10ek domain 'elk2_neg'. This e10ek domain eloeks its ele
ments on the fal1ing edge of port elk2.
So, as a result of our c10ek domain analysis, we have eneountered two e10ek ports whieh re
sulted in three c10ek domains.

As ean be seen from the previous example, it is possible that a single eloek port e10eks ele
ments on both its rising and falling edge. This results in two c10ek domains driven by the
same e10ek port, however with a different polarity. We model a rising edge by a positive po
larity, and a falIing edge by a negative polarity, just the way as it is modelled in the library
norm [ED&T Library norm]. We do not eonsider pulse triggered memory elements.
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InScan currently does not support multi-phase clocking. If such clocking schemes are used,
InScan will only analyse the master clock ports of the memory elements. Only these ports
will show up in the routing plan. The slave clock ports will not be checked, and will not be

mentioned in the routing plan.

7.3.2 Implementation

In the previous section we have shown how clock domain analysis takes place. Each time a
clock port was encountered at the edge of a cell, a clock domain was created for this cello
These clock domains must group the elements that are clocked simultaneously.
Clock domain analysis must be perforrned when creating a routing plan. We have seen that
the clock domains are already created by it. Since we are in fact tracing the memory ele
ments, we could just as weIl create a chain for each clock domain, and put each memory ele
ment in the chain of the correct clock domain, as a chain element. In this way, the routing
plan is build up during the clock domain analysis. The advantage of doing this at the same
time is that it results in better programming code. Below, an outline is given of how the algo
rithm is implemented.

DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan( cell )

{

forall inst E cell.!: DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan( cell( inst ) )

if (/sDFF(cell) )

{

if (MACRO cell = 0 )
{

CreateSffMacro( cell )

}

else

forall inst E cell.!: if ::3 mc E MACROcell(inst)

{

forall cd E mc

cp =GetFirstClockPort( cd)

::3 prE PORTREFcell : port (pr)=cp.P

dp = GetDrivingPort( pr, inv )

::3 CE CELL : dp E c.P

chn = GetOrCreateChain( c, cp, inv )

if ( IsDFF( cell(inst) ) )

{

::3 chain E cd: chain.!NV = false

::3 chel E CHAlNEL : chain (chel) = chain

chn. EL = chn. EL u chel
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else

forall chain E cd

::I chel E CHAJNEL: chain (chel) = chain

chn. EL = chn. EL u chel

/sDFF( eelt) returns a boolean value that denotes whether eelt is a D-type flip-flop. This will

be true if cell is a leaf eell and the properties attached to it identify it as such a flip-flop.

CreateSffMaero( eelt) creates macros for D-type flip-flops. Such a macro is special because

it indicates how a scan chain passes through the seannable variant of the D-type flip-flop, not
the D-type flip-flop itself. This is of course necessary beeause the scannable variant is going
to replace the D-type flip-flops. The macro will get the name of the DFF followed by "_sff'.

The macro will have one dock domain, which is driven by the clock port of the scannable
variant. The dock domain has at least one chain, with scan-in port and scan-enable port being
ports of the scannable variant. The primary output port of the scannable variant is taken as
scan-out port of this chain. If the seannable variant has another output port, yet another ehain
is created, which is exactly the same as the previous chain, with the exception that the scan
out port of this ehain will become the second output port of the seannable variant. This port
must be the inverse of the primary output port. This makes it possible to specify the scan

chain to go from the scan-in port of the scannable variant to the inverted output. This might
be advantageous in eertain cases (see chapter 9 for sueh a case). Note that when one of these
chains will nowhere be used in the routing plan, it will be deleted from it (this is in fact what
PrepScan will do if no optimisation of the routing plan is performed). Below, an example is

given of a macro that could be created by this routine:

Macro dff_sff ReplacedFor dff

ClockDomain clk-pos DrivenBy ( elk
Chain chn_q

Length 1
Scanln scanin
ScanOut q

ScanEnable scanenable

EndChain
Chain chn_qn

Length 1

Scanln scanin
ScanOut qn

ScanEnable scanenable

EndChain

EndClockDomain
EndMacro
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GetFirstClockPort( cd ) returns the first doek port that drives doek domain cd. Sinee the al

gorithm does not ereate doek domains driven by more than one doek port, the first doek port

will always be the only one possible.

GetDrivingPort( pr, inv ) traces the portref pr to a port of the eontaining eell. If the path from

the portref to this port eontains an inversion, inv will beeome true. Elements that are men

tioned in the ele file ean be traeed through. By default, inverters and buffers ean be traeed

through.

GetOrCreateChain( c, cp, inv ) returns the ehain that belongs to the doek domain which is

driven by cp, or -cp if inv is true. The doek domain should belong to the macro that eorre

sponds with eell C. It is possible that sueh a macro, doek domain and/or ehain does not exist

yet. In this case they are ereated.

7.3.3 An example of routing plan generation

To elarify the algorithm previously presented, we will now give an elaborate example of how

a routing plan is constructed. In figure 7.3 a design is shown that we will use in our example.

dk1 elk2 Design
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inst! mv
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instS inst6
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Figure 7.3: Example design for routing plan generation

This design is hierarchical. It consists of a eell TOP, which in turn consists of 3 eells, an in

verter, a eell A and a eell B. We will apply the algorithm on this example. The algorithm must

be ealled with TOP as argument:

(1) DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRouting Plan(TOP)

The algorithm will start by reeursively ealling itself on the instanees of TOP. This reeursion

will go on until the deepest level in the hierarehy is reaehed. This results in the following

calls:

(2) DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan(A)

(3) DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan(buf)

(4) DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan(dff)
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(5) DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan(dff)

(6) DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan(B)

(7) DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan(and)

(8) DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan(dff)

(9) DetermineClockDomainsAndCreateRoutingPlan(inv)

When come to the deepest level of the hierarchy, the recursion stops and the algorithm will

start analysing the cell under consideration.

In the above example, step (3) is the first step where the recursion stops. The first action the

algorithm perfonns is checking whether the cell under consideration (cell buf in this case) is

a D-type flip-flop for which no macro exists yet. Since buf is a buffer and not a flip-flop, the
algorithm is done processing this cell, which means that step (3) is now completed. No action

is undertaken, which was exactly what was desired, since we do not want to put any combina
torial logic in the routing plan by default.

Now, step (4) will be perfonned. Since dff is indeed a D-type flip-flop, and no macro does ex

ist for it yet, the routing CreateSffMacro( dff ) is called. This results in the following macro

being created:

Macro dff_sff ReplacedFor dff

ClockDomain clk-pos DrivenBy ( elk)

Cl1ain chn_q

Length 1

Scanln scanin

ScanOut q

ScanEnable scanenable

EndCl1ain

EndClockDomain

EndMacro

Or, denoted in our fonnal model:

MACRODFF = { dfCsff }, with dfCsff = { elk_pos}

CLOCKDOMDFF = {elk_pos}, with elk_pos ={chn_q }

CHAINDFF = {chn_q },
with chn_q = {scanin, scanout,false, {scanenable}, {elk}, 0, I

This macro has only one chain because dff has only one output, namely 'q'. If dff would also

have had an inverted output 'qn', than the above macro would have got an extra chain, equal

to the one we have now, except for the scan-out port, which would become 'qn'. The choice

of chain pins will be explained later. This macro defines a chain for all elements of type dff,

so it only has to be created once, and not for each instanee of dff.

Step (4) is now completed, so the process is proceeded with step (5). Step (5) again involves

an element of type dff. Since we have just created the macro for this type of element, it needs
not to be done anymore. Hence, this step does not result in any actions.
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Since we have now processed all instances of cell A, we are able to process this cell now.

This is step (2). The algorithm will now take a look at all instances of A for which a macro

exists. In our case, both instances inst5 and inst6 of type dff are represented by a macro (mac

ro dff_sff). Instance inst4 is a buffer for which no macro is created, as was explained in
step (3).

First inst5 will be processed. Macro dff_sff has one clock domain, named clk.J)os,

which is driven by a clock port 'clk'. This clock port corresponds with the clock port of ele

ment dff. The corresponding port of inst5 is also called 'clk' in the design. This port is traced

to a port of cell A. As can be seen in figure 7.3, this only involves following the net that is

connected to 'clk' to port 'clk3', so no inversion is encountered. Now it is time to create a

part of the routing plan. It is checked if a macro for Aalready exists. Since this is not yet the

case, one is created. Then, it is checked if the macro corresponding with Aalready has a

clock domain that is driven by port 'clk3'. Since this is also not the case, one is created. At

the same time with creating the clock domain, a chain is created in this clock domain. Now,
the algorithm performs its most important task: It adds a new chain element to the just creat

ed chain. This chain element refers to the chain that was present for inst5. So, we get the fol

lowing macro:

Macro A

ClockDomain clk3-lJOS DrivenBy ( CLK3 )

Chain chn_clk3_pos

Length 1

inst5 OfType dff_sff Length 1

EndOrdet-

EndChain

EndClockDomain

EndMacro

Or, denoted in our formal model:

MACROA = {A }, with A = {clk3_pos }
CLOCKDOMA = {clk3_pos }, with clk3_pos = {chn_clk3_pos }

CHAINA = {chn_clk3_pos}, withchn_clk3_pos ={0, 0,false, {0}, {clk3}, {inst5}, I}

Note that the chain pins are not present yet. They are not created until the routing plan is

complete, because some optimisations are possible. This will be discussed later.

Instance inst5 is now processed, so we can proceed with instance inst6. The same actions are

performed. Note that during tracing of port 'clk' of inst6, inst4 will be encountered. Since

this element is a buffer, which can by default be traced through, tracing will continue at the

input port of inst4, and end up at port 'clkl'. This port is the same one that we encountered

during tracing of inst5. Since no inversion took place during tracing, just as was the case with

tracing inst5, we can conclude that inst5 and inst6 are clocked simultaneously and should

thus be put in the same clock domain. Therefore, we add the chain element, referring to the
chain of inst6, in the chain of the existing clock domain of inst5 in macro A. Since this was

the last instance of cell A that we had to consider, macro A now is complete. It is shown be
low:
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Macro A

ClockDomain clk3-pos DrivenBy ( clk3 )

Chain chn_clk3_pos

Length 2

Order

inst5 OfType dft_sft Length 1

inst6 OfType dft_sft Length 1

EndOrder

EndChain

EndClockDomain

EndMacro

Or, denoted in our formal model:

MACROA = {A }, with A = {clk3_pos }
CLOCKDOMA = {clk3_pos }, with clk3_pos = {chn_clk3_pos }
CHAINA ={chn_clk3_pos },

with chn_clk3_pos = {0, 0 ,Ja/se, {0}, {clk3}, {inst5, inst6}, I }

Cell B will be processed in the same way. We therefore will not discuss steps (6), (7) and (8)
in detail. Below, the macro for cell B is shown:
Macro B

ClockDomain clk4-pos DrivenBy ( clk4

Chain chn_clk4_pos

Length 1

Order

instB OfType dff_sff Length 1

EndOrder

EndChain

EndClockDomain

EnclMacro

Or, denoted in our formal model:

MACROB = { B }, with B = {clk4_pos }
CLOCKDOMB ={clk4_pos }, with clk4_pos ={chn_clk4_pos }
CHAINB ={chn_clk4_pos },

with chn_clk4_pos ={0, 0, fa/se, {0}, {clk4}, {inst8}, 1 }

Step (9) involves processing a combinatorial leaf cell, and will have the same effect as step
(3), namely doing nothing.

Now, all instances of TOP are processed, and TOP itself can be processed. This is done in
the same way as in steps (2) and (6). The algorithm will only consider the instances that have
corresponding macros. These are inst2 (of type A) and inst3 (of type B).

Let's start with inst2. The algorithm will take the first clock port of each clock domain of the
corresponding macro A. In our case, with only one clock domain, this is clock port 'clk3'.
This port is found in the design, and traced to a port of TOP. This will result in port 'clkl'.
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No inversion took place during tracing, so we will create a macro TOP with a clock domain

driven by port 'elkl', and a chain in this doek domain, containing a chain element that refers

to the one chain of macro A.

Now inst3 can be processed. Tracing encounters an inverter. This element can be traced
through by default, but this results in an inversion in the elock lîne. Tracing will stop at port

'elk2', so that a new elock domain is created which is driven by port '-elk2' (Note the '-'
symbol to denote that the elements in this dock domain are clocked on the falling edge of

'dk2 '). The elock domain will get a chain with one chain element referring to the chain of
macro B. This concludes the algorithm. The macro for cell TOP is shown below:

Macro TOP
ClockDomain c1k1-lJOS DrivenBy ( clkl )

Chain chn_clkl_pos
Length 2
Order

inst2 OfType A Length 2

EndOrder
EnclChain

EndClockDomain

ClockDomain clk2_neg Dri venBy ( -clk2 )
Chain cI1l1_clk2_neg

Length 1
Or-der

inst3 OfType B Length 1
EndOrder

EndChain

EndClockDomain
EnclMacro

Or, denoted in our fonnal model:

MACROTOP = { TOP}, with TOP = { clkl_pos, clk2_neg }
CLOCKDOMTOP = { elkl_pos, elk2_neg },

with clkl_pos = { chn_clkl_pos } and clk2_neg = { chn_clk2_neg }

CHAINTOP = { chn_clkCpos, chn_clk2_neg },
withchn_elkl_pos= {0, 0,false, {0}, {clkl}, {inst2},2}

andchn_clk2_neg= {0, 0,true, {0}, {clk2}, {inst3}, l}

So, two scan chains have been found. These scan chains cannot be combined into one chain

because they reside in different dock domains.

7.4 Plugging in partial scan algorithms

At this point, PrepScan has proposed a routing plan (without chain pins). All D-type flip

flops used in the design are entered in this routing plan, so we have used the full scan method.

PrepScan is implemented in such a way, that it is possible to use a partial scan algorithm to
create an 'optimised' version of the routing plan. In this optimised version, not all flip-flops
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used in the design will be entered in the routing plan. The algorithm decides which will be
come scannable and which will not. In chapter 9 this will be discussed in further detail, and
an algorithm will be presented that performs a certain optimisoptimisation.

PrepScan has been set up in such a way, that it is very easy for a programmer to add partial
scan algorithms to PrepScan. This should be done at this place, right after creation of the de

fault routing plan. The routing plan is intemally sto"red in a 'Scan Data Stmcture' (SDS). This
structure has been specially designed to perform operations on a routing plan, so that it is

possible to change the routing plan that PrepScan proposes. The operations that SDS can per
form are described in the SDS user manual [SDS].

The programmer that supplies an algorithrn has the complete freedom to use all routines, pro
vided by SDS, on the routing plan. He might however alter the routing plan in such way, that
it does not constitute a valid routing plan for InScan anymore. This is possibie because the
routing plan syntax is more comprehensive than InScan supports. Therefore, only a subset of
the possible routing plans is valid for use by InScan. To be part of this subset, a routing plan
must obey to a number of mIes. These mIes are further explained in chapter 8, the ScanIt

chapter, because ScanIt will check whether the routing plan it reads satisfies the mIes. It is
undesirable that an algorithm produces a routing plan that cannot be validated by ScanIt.
Therefore, the programmer has to make sure that a routing plan, created by an optimising al
gorithm, obeys to the mIes given in chapter 8. This can be easily checked by applying ScanIt

to this routing plan.

Of course, to be able to do this, PrepScan must terminate correctly. In order to do so, the rout
ing plan must be written. This means that the routing plan should at least be writable: It
should conform to the mIes given in appendix B. Furthermore, some mIes apply to the crea
tion of the chain pins of new chains. When and when not to create them will be explained in
the next section.

7.5 Creation of the chain ports

7.5.1 Sharing ports

During the creation of the routing plan, most chain ports are not created yet. This is done
because some optimisoptimisation is possible with this creation. Consider the following exam
ple:

B

data q r----,,---. 08

• • • testdata

SFF SFF
instl inst2

'---::II~.. scanout

Figure 7.4: Example of existing output pins
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In figure 7.4 an example is given where the output of a SFF is directly connected to the bor
der of its containing cell B. Now consider the situation where this SFF is entered in a chain as

the last chain element:

Macro B
ClockDomain elk DrivenBy ( elk )

Chain chn

Scanout scanout
Order

inst2 OfType dft_sft Length 1
EndOrder

EndChain
Enc1ClockDomain

EndMacro

This would mean that the scan-out port of this chain is in fact the scan-out port of SFF (its
last chain element). If in the routing plan just a default port name is used for the scan-out port
of this chain, e.g. 'scanout' , as is done in the sample of the routing plan above, then we would
get the situation as depicted in figure 7.4. The scan-out port 'scanout' is created, but this was
not really necessary. There already existed a port 'Q8' that just as weIl could have been used
for this purpose, since it is connected properly. This kind of optimisation can only be done if
the routing plan is stabie, since only then is it known which chain elements are at the end of a
chain. Therefore, creation of the ports is done after the optimisation of the routing plan, since
this optimisation can change the order in which chain elements occur in chains, and can de
lete certain elements from chains.

Since this kind of optimisation is easily acquired, PrepScan will perform it automaticaIly.
AIso, ScanIt will check if existing ports can be used, because the designer may have modified

the routing plan. If ScanIt detects the situation described above, it will report it and automat
ically use the existing port. However, a switch is provided with InScan to disable this proper
ty of ScanIt, so that it is possible for a designer to override the choice of ports PrepScan
proposes, and let ScanIt use the ports he indicated, regardless of occurrence of the situation
described above. This makes the ports to come out more predictabie.

7.5.2 Leaf macro port creation

Chain ports will always be created for non-leaf macros. For leaf macros some special cases
occur:
If a leaf macro has its name equal its 'DerivedFrom' name (or has no 'DerivedFrom' name,
which is the same), the chain ports are supposed to exist already. This type of macro will not

be created by PrepScan by default, but an optimising algorithm can create it. This algorithm
should then also create the chain ports. The reason for this is that these kind of leaf macros do
not refer to scannable elements by nature. Therefore, it is not simply possible for the port cre
ation algorithm to easily decide which ports are chain ports, since no properties are attached

to them that identify them as having a certain scan functionality. The optimising algorithm
that creates this macro should know what this macro is used for, and thus should also know
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which ports should be the chain ports.
If a leaf macro has its name not equal its 'DerivedFrom' name, the scan-out ports are sup
posed to exist al ready. The other chain ports do not have to exist. They will be created. The
reason that the scan-out ports must already exist, is that, when the leaf macro has two chains,
e.g. it refers to a scannable flip-flop with two scan-out ports (one the inverse of the other), it
is not possible to determine which scan-out port belongs to which chain, since the only thing
that these chains will normally differ in is in fact their scan-out port. Since an optimising al
gorithm might want to distinguish between these chains, the scan-out ports should be present.

7.5.3 Naming conventions

The naming convention for ports created by PrepScan is the following:
The port names of chains of non-leaf macros by default consist of a prefix, followed by an
underscore, the dock domain name, another underscore, and the chain name. The prefix can
be either 'scanin', 'scanout', or 'scanenable'. For example, the scan-out port of a chain 'x' of
dock domain 'y' would be called 'scanouCy_x'. This naming convention assures that each
port name is unique within the macro. It can however produce rather long names, and may
therefore be improved somewhat in the future.

The port names of chains of leaf macros are the names of the corresponding ports on the
scannable variant of the leaf cell. They should always exist on the scannable variant.

7.6 Creation of the match rule file

Now that the routing plan is created, we are able to create the match rule file. The match rule
file contains descriptions of how the D-type flip-flops must be matched by scannable variants.
We will call every single description a match rule. First, we will give an overview of the for
mat of the match rule file and then discuss how the file will be generated.

7.6.1 Format of the match rule file

The match rule file format describes for every D-type flip-flop in the design that is to be made
scannable, with what it should be substituted to create a scannable variant. For this purpose, a
netlist description language is suitable. Therefore, the match rule file will be created in the
NDL format.

We have to create an entry in the match rule file for every leaf macro in the routing plan that
has its name not equal to its 'ReplacedFor' name. We will call these macros 'ReplacedFor'
macros, since they indicate a replacement of the original element with a scannable variant.
These macros, which are created by the CreateSffMacro( eell ) routine that was explained in
the previous section, describe how the chains pass through the scannable variants of the D
type flip-flop, but do not specify how these scannable variants are constructed. That's exactly
what is specified in the match rule file. Consider the following macro:

Macro dnnlOtad_sff ReplacedFor dnnlOtad

ClockDomain clk-pos DrivenBy ( elk)
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Length 1

SeanIn si

SeanOut q

SeanEnable se

EndCl1ain

Cl1ain cl1n_qn

Length 1

SeanIn si

SeanOut qn

ScanEnable se

EndCl1ain

EndCloekOomain

EndMaero

This macro is a typical example of how a 'ReplacedFor' macro would look like. It states that

the element 'dnnlOtad' will be replaced by element 'dnnl0tad_sff', which must be seen as

the scannable variant of 'dnn lOtad'. 'dnn lOtad_sff' is the element that must be created in the

match rule file. It is a cell that contains the functionality to represent the scannable variant of

'dnnIOtad'. The most obvious example of this functionality is of course a scan flip-flop

(SFF), but other implementations can be thought of also. They will be described further on.

Below, an example is given of a possible entry in the match rule file, corresponding with the

macro above.

MACRO

MACRO dnnlOtad_sff

# I( d, elk, si {scanin}, se {scanenable}

# O( q {seanout}, qn {seanout}

sff sfs32tad I( d, elk, se, si ) O( q, qn

MENO

Please keep in mind that the example is in the NOL format. As can be seen in table 4.1, the

NOL concept of 'macro' is in fact equal to the EOIF concept of 'ceB'. So, an NOL macro is

something different than a routing plan macro.

The example states that the scannabie variant of 'dnnlOtad', called 'dnnl0tad_sff', can be

composed of a scannable flip-flop of type 'sfs32tad'. The connections between 'dnnlOtad_s

ff' and its instance 'sff' of type 'sfs32tad' are given, to be able to substitute an instance of

type 'dnnlOtad' with this element correctly. The chain ports of 'dnnlOtad_sff' contain prop

erties that describe the type of chain port. We will call these properties chain port properties
in the remainder of this report. Possible properties are {scanin}, {scanout} and {scanenable}.

In the example above, port 'si' is the scan-in port of 'dnnlOtad_sff', port 'se' is the scan-ena

bIe port. and port 'q' and 'qn' are the scan-out ports. The properties will be created by Prep

Scan to ease further processing. They are also convenient for the user when inspecting the

match rule file.
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7.6.2 Creation of the match rule file

Now that we understand the format of the match rule file, let us proceed with the creation of

the file. As was said before, we have to create an entry in the match rule file for every 'Re

placedFor' macro that can be found in the routing plan. It would however be convenient for

the user if it was possible to use an existing match rule file when one is present. Therefore,

the following approach is taken:

CreateMatchRuleFile( routing plan)

{

forall 'ReplacedFor' macros me in the routing plan

{

if ( an entry corresponding with me already exists in the original match rule file)

CheekMatehRule( me )

else

CreateMatehRule( me )

This approach allows (possibly incomplete) match rule files to be read and updated. The two

routines CheckMatchRule( me ) and CreateMatchRule( me ) will be explained below.

7.6.2.1 Checking an existing match rule

If a match rule already existed in the original match rule file, the match rule should be

checked, to be sure that it is indeed the correct match rule. This checking is done by Check

MatchRule( me ). If a check faits, PrepScan will generate an error, and will exit. The follow

ing checks are performed:

• The various port counts of a match rule cell must be correct. This means that the number

of input ports of the match rule cell must be equal to the number of input ports of the orig

inal D-type flip-flop (DFF) plus 2, since the match rule cell must have a scan-in port and

scan-enable port extra. The number of inout ports of the match rule cell must be equal to

the number of inout ports of the original DFF, and the number of output ports of the match

rule cell must at least be equal to the number of output ports of the DFF (Scan-out ports

are supposed to be existing output ports of the original DFF and thus do not introduce new

output ports on match rule cells, but it is no objection to let the scannable variant have

more outputs (for example an extra inverting output) than the DFF).

• All ports that are present on the original DFF should be present on the match rule cell,

before the declaration of the chain ports.

• The chain ports should be labelled with chain port properties. If this is not the case, the

first chain port is assumed to be the scan-in port, and the second chain port is assumed to

be the scan-enable port. Note that this are assumptions. It cannot be checked easily
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whether a port is the scan-in or the scan-enable port, since that would require us taking a

look inside the match rule cell to see how the port is connected intemally.This can be very
complex, since it could mean tracing through unknown cells, and hence is not done.

The above checks should reassure that the existing match rule is correct. Of course, these

checks do not cover the contents of a match mie cell, since it is in general virtually impossi

bie to determine if the contents of a match mie cell has indeed the same functionality as the
original DFF, plus scan functionality.

7.6.2.2 Creating a match rule with direct substitution

When no match mie does exist yet for a certain DFF type, one must be created. This is done

by the routine CreateMatchRule( me ). Creation of a match ruIe consists of finding a scanna

bie variant for the original DFF, and putting this variant in the match rule file. The scannable

variant does not have to be a single element, it can also be constructed of several cells. Prep

Scan will consider two possibilities. The first one is trying to find a single cell in the library

that corresponds with the original DFF type, but also has scan functionality. The second one

is trying to find or build a 2-input multiplexer, and then build the scannable variant of the

original DFF type with that DFF and the multiplexer. We will first discuss the first possibility.

The second one will be explained in the next section.

The easiest and most direct way to create a match mie, is trying to find a cell in the library

that has the same functionality as the original DFF type for which we create this match rule,

plus scan functionality. Below, we present the algorithm that is used to accomplish this task.

FindSeannableVariant( dJJ)

{

forall CE library

if( IsSFF( e))

{

if (

(IIP(c)1 = lIP (dfJ) I +2) /\

(IOP (c-) I;;:: IOP (dfJ) I) /\

(IIP(c) nOP(c)1 = lIP (dff) nOP(dfJ)1) /\

AreCellsPortEquivalent( dJJ, e )

)

return ( e)

}

return (NoMateh)
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We have found a scannabIe variant for dffif the variant is a scan-type flip-flop (SFF), the port

count of this variant is correct, and the two cells are equivalent regarding port types. The call

IsSFF( eelt) returns true if eelt is a scan-type flip-flop. The call AreCeltsPortEquivalent(

eelll, eelt2 ) is explained below.

AreCeltsPortEquivalent( dff, substitute)

{

forall ip E lP (dfj)

{

mp =FindMatehingPort( substitute, ip)

if ( MatehingPortFound)

MarkPortAsMatched( mp )

else
return (false )

}

Let SeanEnableFound =false

Let SeanlnFound =false

forall ip E lP (substitute)

{

if (--.PortAlreadyMatched (ip))

{

if ( PortlsScanEnable( ip ) )
{

if ( ScanEnableFound)

return (false )

SeanEnableFound = true
}

else
if ( PortlsSeanln( ip ) )

{

if ( SeanlnFound)

return (false )

SeanlnFound = true

}

else
return (false )

}

forall op E OP (dJJ)

{

mp = FindMatehingPort( substitute, op )

if ( MatehingPortFound)

MarkPortAsMatched( mp )

else
return (false )
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}

return ( true )

Note that the algorithm uses some routines that have the following function:
FindMatchingPort( cell, port) returns the first non-marked (and thus non-matched) port of
cell that is equivalent to port. Equivalent here means that both ports have the same type, class

and order property (this are specific LOS properties). These properties are sufficient to spec
ify the function of a port. If a matching port can be found, MatchingPortFound will become

true, else it will becomefalse.

MarkPortAsMatched( port) marks a port, to indicate that this port already has been matched

and thus is not available for another match.

PortAlreadyMatched( port) returns true if this port was marked previously with MarkPor

tAsMatched( port ), or false otherwise.

PortIsScanEnable( port) returns true if port can be identified as a scan-enable port via its
properties, or false otherwise.

PortIsScanln( port) returns true if port can be identified as a scan-in port via its properties,
or false otherwise.

When a direct substitute is found, the match rule can be created, according to the format ex

plained before. Creating the match rule in the NOL format is just a matter of creating the net
work, consisting of cells, nets and ports, in NOS, and then writing it to disk with a

"WriteNdl" call. In figure 7.5 the example, that was given in the section about the match rule
file format, is repeated.

dnnlOtad_sff

d elk q

dnn1Otad

flqelk

qn

d

si

c
sds32tad

q

si qn
se qn

se

OFF
Figure 7.5:

SFF
Example of direct substitution

The match rule for this example is given below.

MACRO

MACRO dnnl0t.3d_sff

# I( d, elk, si {se3nin}, se {seanenable}

# O( q {seanout}, qn {seanout}

sff sfs32tad I{ d, elk, se, si ) O{ q, qn

MEND
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The correspondence between figure 7.5 and this match rule is clear. The match rule is just the

netlist description of the network drawn on the right in figure 7.5.

When no substitute can be found with the above algorithm, another approach is taken. This

approach is explained in the following section.

7.6.2.3 Creating a match rule with a multiplexer

It might occur that a scannabie variant for a certain DFF is not available. In that case, Prep

Scan will try to create one. In figure 7.6 it is shown how this can be done.

fdl_sff

fdl mu2 fdld

fl
q

scanin
qn qn qn

scanenable

DFF DFF + MUX =SFF

Figure 7.6: Creation of the scannable variant of a DFF

On the left hand side a certain DFF, named 'fdl', is drawn. Now suppose that no scannable

variant can be found for this DFF. On the right hand side of figure 7.6 it is then shown how a

scannable variant can be constructed with this DFF and a 2-input multiplexer, named 'mu2'.

This scannable variant will be put in the match rule file, and will look like this:

MACRO

MACRO fdl_sff

# I{ d, elk, seanin {seanin}, seanenable {scanenable}

# O( q {seanout}, qn {scanout} )

mux mu2 T{ d, seanin, seanenable ) O{ netl )
dff fdl I( netl, elk) O{ q, qn )

MEND

The only difficulty that occurs with this method is that we have to identify a 2-input multi

plexer from the library. This is not as trivial as it may seem, because the function of a library

elements is only expressed with a function property at its output port(s), that describes the

function in tenns of an expression. E.g., a 2-input and-gate could be described with the fol

lowing function property connected to its output: (and al a2), where 'al' and 'a2' are the

two input ports of the and-gate. The expression must be described in primitive cell types,

such as "and', 'or', 'inv', 'xor' and 'xnor'. In NDS/LDS, there are only routines available

that can identify these primitive cells.

However, a 2-input multiplexer is not a primitive cello It can be described in several ways

with an expression. The most obvious way to describe the function of the output port is the

following one: ( or ( and al s) ( and aO (inv s) ) ), where os' is the selection input, 'aO' is the

input that is active when os' is 0, and 'al' is the input that is active when os' is 1. Another

way could be found by applying DeMorgans rule to this expression, resulting in ( inv ( and (

or ( inv s ) ( inval) ) ( or ( s ) ( inv aO) ) ) ). It is impossible to recognise all possible imple-
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mentations of a 2-input multiplexer, let alone multiplexers with more than 2 inputs. There

fore, we are satisfied with only being able to recognise the most obvious description of a 2

input multiplexer, just as it was described by the first mIe above.

In order to recognise these multiplexers, we have to expand the library. Expanding the library

means that all (leaf) cells are given a contents according to the function property. In figure

7.7 it is shown how this affects the 2-input multiplexer that we want to recognise.

expanded leaf cell 'mux'

G
leaf ceH 'mux' with function property

aO ( or ( and al s) ( and aO ( inv s ) ) )
mux Z attached to port 'z'

al

S ",pansion
aO 1-----, r--.....

a1.-+-----1
z

s
Figure 7.7: Expanding a 2-input multiplexer

The only way to recognise such a multiplexer, is to check whether all elements, ports, and

nets, that are depicted in figure 7.7, do exist in a certain library cell in the way as is depicted

in figure 7.7, and nothing more does exist in it. If this is the case, then we can conclude that

this cell is a 2-input multiplexer. The algorithm that performs this recognition will not be pre

sented here, since its actions, described above, are rather trivial.

It still is possible that no 2-input multiplexer can be found in the library. In this case, Prep

Scan will try to build such a multiplexer itself. This will be done in the way as is depicted in

figure 7.7. This does however require that an inverter, a 2-input and-gate, and a 2-input or

gate are present in the library. Since this are primitive cells, there are routines available in

NDS/LDS with which these cells can be found. If one of these type of cells can not be found,

there is no other way for PrepScan to generate a scannabie variant for the DFF under consid

eration, and PrepScan will exit without delivering the routing plan and match rule file. If the

cells can be found, the multiplexer will be built, and the match rule will look like this:

MACRO
MACRO _mux2
# I ( 1n_O, 1n_1, sel )
# 0 ( ou t )

andl andx I ( 1n_1, :o:el ) 0 ( netname1 )
and2 andx I( netnameO, 1n_O ) O( netname2
inv1 1nvx I( sel ) O( netnameO )
or2 orx I( netnamel, netname2 ) O( out)

MEND
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MACRO
MACRO fdl_s ft

# I( data, elk, seanin {seanin}, seanenable {seanenable} )
# O( q {seanout}, qn {seanout} )
dff fdl I( netl, elk} O( q, qn )
seanmux _mux2 I( data, seanin, seanenable ) O( netl )

MEND

In this match mie, 'andx' is recognised as a 2-input and-gate, 'invx' is recognised as an in
verter, and 'orx' is recognised as a 2-input or-gate. With these gates, the multiplexer
'_mux2' is built, which is then used to build the scannable variant 'fdl_sff' of fdl. Note
that in this case, the match mie file becomes hierarchical due to the definition of the multi

plexer. This is perfectly valid.

7.6.3 Extensions for future use

The match mie file generation, as described above, is sufficient to satisfy all the requirements

currently set for InScan. However, InScan will be supplied with partial scan algorithms. One
of the algorithms that is most likely to be implemented in the near future is the pipelining rec
ognition algorithm. This algorithm must have the ability to substitute DFFs with SFFs with a
hold mode (SFFH). For a discussion of this technique the reader is referred to chapter 9.

Although NDS/LDS does not support the notion of hold ports in a Iibrary yet, PrepScan al
ready is prepared for the support of SFFHs. In particular, this means that the routing plan lan
guage has the ability to describe scan chains with a hold-enable port. Also, the match mie file
generation algorithm will be able to perform a DFF to SFFH substitution.

There are several ways to perform such a substitution. Depending on the availability of a

SFFH, SFF, DFFH or DFF, the following substitutions can be performed by PrepScan:

• Direct substitution of DFF with a SFFH

• Substitution of DFF with a SFF + multiplexer, where the multiplexer implements the hold

functionality

• Substitution of DFF with a DFFH + multiplexer, where the multiplexer implements the
scan functionality

• Substitution of DFF with a DFF + 2 multiplexers, where the muItiplexers implement both
the scan and hold functionality

In figure 7.8, these substitutions are depicted for a certain type of DFF. Note again that these

substitutions .cannot be performed yet, because NDS/LDS does not support the notion of hold
ports on a Iibrary cell. Therefore, hold ports cannot be recognised, and substitutions cannot
take place.

In figure 7.8, 'si' is the scan-in port, 'se' the scan-enable port, and 'he' the hold-enable port.
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fdl

flqelk

qn

DFF

d

si

e
fdlsh

d elk q

si qn
he se

he se

SFFH

q

qn

fdl_sffh

mu2
d

q

si
he qn qn

se he

DFFH+MUX

SI

d
.......---+---4si qnse qn

he se

SFF+MUX DFF+2 MUXs

Figure 7.8: Substitutions for DFF to SFFH
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8 ScanIt

The second part InScan consists of is called ScanIt. Scanit is concerned with the execution of

the routing plan and match mie file. In this chapter we will discuss which steps Scanit per
forms, and how they are executed.

8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5, operation of InScan was divided into five actions, of which the last two should

be executed be Scanlt. They are repeated here:

1. Replace all memory elements, that are to be entered in a scan path, by their 'scannabie'

variant, which was proposed in the previous step.

2. Create the scan paths

These steps thus execute the match mIe file and the routing plan. InScan was divided into two

parts to give the user the opportunity to make changes to the routing plan and the match mie
file, hence increasing the flexibility of the program. However, the user could make mistakes

while editing these plans, resulting in an erroneous routing plan or match mie file. When

these mistakes are syntactic, they will be found by the parsers that read these plans. When
they are not, they will not be detected automatically, and Scanit would not be able to perform

its actions correctly. Therefore, a number of checks needs to be performed, to assure that the

routing plan and match mIe file are correct. This will have to be the first step after reading the
routing plan and match mIe file, before these plans are executed.

In figure 8.1 a modular description of Scanit is given, together with the inputs and outputs of

the program. This figure describes the most important actions that Scanit undertakes to per
form the steps mentioned above. The modules will be discussed in the following sections.

8.2 The first three modules

The first three modules have to do with reading the various files, needed to operate, namely

the restart file, the match mIe file, and the routing plan.

8.2.1 Reading the binary restart file

During this step, the binary restart file that PrepScan created is read. This file contains the li
brary and the design on which Scanit must perfonn its modifications. If this file does not ex

ist, Scanit will read the library and design separately, in the same way as PrepScan did. This

will however consume more time, since these files are larger than their binary description,

and they must also be parsed and checked again.
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--f-- ~ @eSig~

Figure 8.1: Modular architecture of PrepScan

8.2.2 Reading the match rule file

After reading the library and design, the match ruIe file is read. Since the match rule file is
given in the NDL format, a netlist description format that is supported by NDS/LDS, this can
be easily done by ScanIt. The NDL parser will report syntax errors and warnings.

8.2.3 Reading the routing plan

Now, the routing plan is read. The routing plan parser will report syntax errors and warnings.
AIso, some semantic errors and warnings will be reported.
One semantic check that is performed by the parser is worth mentioning in particular, namely
the one that checks the existence of enable ports. If a certain chain in the routing plal) has
some type of enable port (scan-enable, hold-enable or norm-enabIe, currently InScan only
uses the first type), then it is checked if all scan chains that use this chain as a chain element
do also have an enable port of the same type. This is required since an enable port of a chain
element must be connected to the corresponding enable port of the containing chain. Failing
this check results in an error.
The other way around it is also checked that if a chain has some type of enable port, at least
one of its chain elements does have a corresponding enable port. Failing this check results in
a warning, since it is not critical when this is not the case, it will only result in nets and ports
being created used are not used.
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8.3 Checking the plans

When al! necessary file are read, it is time to check the correctness of the files generated by
PrepScan, i.e. the routing plan and the match rule file. This checking does not have to be per

formed with respect to the syntax, since the syntax of both files is already checked by the
parsers. Checking only concerns the semantics of these files. Below, we give an extensive

summary of the checks that are performed by Scanlt. The order of the checks is the order in
which they are performed by ScanIt. This order is imposed by the implementation, since most

checks wil! rely on other checks being passed.

• Checking the macro validity

The first check that is to be performed, is to see if al! routing plan macros have a corre

sponding cel! in the design, Iibrary, or match rule file. This is of course necessary because
a macro describes how scan chains are routed through a (part of the) design. Therefore,

there must be some relation with the design. The fol!owing procedure is used to check the
validity of a macro. Besides checking the existence of a corresponding cel!, a few things

more are checked, as can be seen in the routine:

CheekMaero( me )
{

if ( a cel! in the design with the 'DerivedFrom' name of me does exist)

return

if ( a cel! cl in the library with the 'DerivedFrom' name of me does exist )
{

if ( leafmaer0ci( me ) =false )
exit error

if ( seq( cl )

forall cd E me forall ch E cd: if ( eh.1l = 0) exit error

else

forall cd E me forall eh E ed : if ( eh.1l ;t 0) exit error

if ( the 'DerivedFrom' name of me is different from its 'ReplacedFor' name)
{

if ( a cel! e2 in the match rule file with the name of me does not exist )

exit error

else

CheekPortCount( e2, me, cl)

}

else

exit error

CheekPortCount( e2, me, cl) checks that the correct number of input, output and inout
ports is available on e2, by comparing these figures with the expected port counts which

can be calculated from cl and me.
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• Checking the internal connections of ports of a match rule

One of the more usual errors a designer could make during editing of the match mIe file is
typing in incorrect port names. Since the match mIe file is in the NDL format, and the

NDL format does not explicitly model nets between ports (but represents nets with a port
name), an incorrect port name would result in the port not being connected to other ports,

hence creating a major error. Therefore, it is checked if this situation occurs. All ports of
all match mIes are checked to see if they are internally connected to other ports. If not, it

is assumed that there is something wrong with the match mIe, and an error is generated.

• Checking the ports of a match rule

Since we have to substitute the DFFs in our design by their scannable variants, defined in
the match mIe file, we must have a way to match the ports of a DFF with the ports of its

scannable variant. This matching is done by name. Therefore we demand that the original
ports of a DFF are present on its scannabie variant, and that the chain ports, defined with

the chains of the macro that corresponds with the scannable variant, are also present on the
match mie. For example, if we have a DFF with the following interface:

dnnlOtad I( d, elk) O( q, qn

and the following macro for this DFF:

Macro dnnlOtad_sff ReplaeedFor dnnlOtad

CloekDomain elk DrivenBy ( elk )

Chain ehn

Length 1

Seanln si

SeanOut q

SeanEnable se

EndChain

EndCloekDomain

EndMaero

then the interface of the match mIe element should be something Iike this:

dnnlOtad_sff I ( d, elk, si, se ) O( q, qn )

All ports of dnn lOt ad are present (ports d, elk, q, and qn), plus the scan-in and scan

enable ports (s i and se) that are mentioned in the macro. The scan-out port is already an
existing port of dnnl 0 t ad. With these naming conventions we are always able to unique
ly match the ports.

We demand that the ports of the original cell are defined before the definition of the chain
ports, to give PrepScan the ability to check an existing match mIe in which no chain port

properties are present. In this case it is possible to identify the chain ports by their position
in the port list definition.

This check makes sure that the correct ports are present on the match mIe in the correct or

der (original ports before chain ports). Note that the order between original ports is not
important.

• Checking the chain port names
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This check makes sure that the scan-in port, the scan-out port, and the scan-enable port of

a single chain are different. It is merely present to prevent errors of the user when editing
the routing plan.

• Matching the chain element with instances in the design

A macro describes the scan chains that go through a declaration cello Such a scan chain is
constituted of smaller parts, which are called chain elements. These chain elements are de

fined through the instanees that are contained in the declaration cello Hence, a chain ele
ment corresponds with an instance in the design. This is realised by giving the chain

element the name of the instance. We have to check if the instance, that corresponds with
a certain chain element in the routing plan, does really exist in the design. This process is

called matching.

There is one exception that we would like to make, namely chain elements that correspond

with combinatorial elements, such as buffers or inverters. It is convenient to allow the use

of this type of element in the routing plan without the element actually having to exist in
the design. Therefore, chain elements referring to combinatorial instances do not necessar

ily have to be matched with an existing instance in the design.

There are two factors with which a match can be made, namely the name of the instance

(which should be equal to the name of the chain element), and the type of the instance

(which should be equal to the 'derived' type of the chain element). If an instance with the
correct name and type can be found, we will say that this is a perfect match. We will first

try to find all perfect matches.

It might however be possible that we 're not able to make a perfect match. In this case, we

could sometimes find a so-called type match. A type match is a match by type, so the
names of the chain element and instance are not equal. The type match is introduced to

cover certain errors that are introduced by users who manually changed the routing plan.

A type match can only be made if there is exactly one possibility. So, if a chain element of
type' X' is found in the routing plan, and there exists exactly one non-matched instance of
type 'X' in the correct cell, they can be matched. However, if there would be two non

matched instances of type' X' in the cell, it is not possible to make a unique match, and an
error is produced.

Type matching is not done for combinatorial elements. This results from the fact that these

elements do not necessarily have to exist in the design. Therefore, it is not required that a
match exists for such an element. Trying to match it anyway might produce a wrong

match. Therefore, this is not done.

Below, the algorithm is given that performs the abovementioned matching.

FindMatches( routing plan)
{

forall macros mc in the routing plan
{

forall cd E mc forall eh E cd
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FindPerfectMatch( mc, ch )

forall cd E me forall eh E cd

FindTypeMatch( mc, ch )

FindPerfectMatch( mc, ch )

{

forall ce E eh

find the instance in (in the cell that corresponds with mc)

that corresponds with chain element ce

if ( ce not registered with in )

{

register ce with in *
MarkChainElementAsMatched( ce, in )

MarkChainElementAsMatched( ce, in ) creates a reference between the chain element ce

and the instance in with which it is matched.

* Por each type of instance that appears as a chain element in the routing plan, a macro ex
ists that defines one or more chains through this type of cello Por each instance, all these
chains may appear in the routing plan as chain elements. Therefore, these chain elements
are registered when they are encountered in the routing plan. If a certain chain element is
already registered with an instance, this chain element cannot be matched with this in
stance anymore. This is the reason why we need the registration.

FindTypeMatch( mc, ch )

{

forall ce E eh

if ( -, MarkedAsMatched( ce) 1\ chain (ce).n *0 )
{

Let PossibleMatchesCount =0
Let PossibleMatch = NoMatch

forall instances in in the cell corresponding with mc
{

if ( in corresponds with ce and ce is not registered with in )
{

PossibleMatchesCount = PossibleMatchesCount + 1

PossibleMatch = in
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if ( PossibleMatchesCount = 1 )

{

register ce with PossibleMatch

MarkChainElementAsMatched( ce, PossibleMatch )

}

else
exit error

MarkedAsMatched( ce ) returns true if chain element ce is marked by the routine Mark

ChainElementAsMatched.

As can be seen, elements of length 0 (combinatorial) are not matched by type. The type

match is only created if there is exactly one possibility.

• Checking the dock ports

We have to check if the ports that are mentioned in the 'DrivenBy' lists of all the dock do

mains in the routing plan are indeed dock ports in the design. This is done in two phases.
The first phase is checking if these ports do exist on the cells in the design. This step is

not difficult, since it only involves searching for a certain port on the cell corresponding
with the macro.

The second phase is to check if these ports are indeed dock ports. This step is also easy,
since, prior to this check, the entire design will be traced, in order to identify all the clock

ports in the entire design. The dock ports, encountered by the tracing process, will receive
a property with which they can be identified as being a dock port. The second phase hence

only involves looking for such a property on the port under consideration. If it exists, it is
a dock port, if not, it is no dock port, and an error is issued.

• Checking shared scan-in and scan-out ports of chain elements

So far, we have not imposed any restrictions on the chain ports of a chain in the routing

plan. Hence, it is possible to specify one and the same port as scan-in or scan-out port of
several chains. Consider the following example:

Macro X

ClockDomain elk DrivenBy ( elk

Chain chnl

ScanOut sa
Order

insty OfType A Length 4

EndOrder

EndChain

Chain ehn2

SeanOut sa

Order
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instz OfType B Length 6

EndOrder

EndChain
EndCloekDomain

EndMaero

Regardless of the contents ofthe chains, chnI and chn2 share scan-out port sa. In figure

8.2 this situation is depicted.

x

···......·····..~h;;ï...··· h~l··· .
...............~h,;ï.. m t~;;;I >80

Figure 8.2: Example of incorrect port sharing

This should not be allowed, since port s ° is now driven by two other ports, which can pro
duce conflicts. Sharing of scan-in or scan-out ports is however not always forbidden. Con

sider for example a 2-input multiplexer. Below a possible macro of such an element is

given.

Macro mux
CloekDomain elk DrivenBy ( elk)

Chain viaA
Lenght 0

Seanln a

SeanOut z
SeanEnable s

EndChain

Chain viaB
Lenght 0

Seanln b

SeanOut z

SeanEnable s
EndChain

EndCloekDomain
EndMaero

In this case, sharing the scan-out port z is allowed, since of course only one of the chains
is active at a time. Now a special case occurs when such an element is used as last chain

element in two chains. This is pictured in figure 8.3. Both chains chnI and chn2 share

scan-out port sa, but since their last chain elements do really share the scan-out port, this

situation is valid.

Scanlt will check if scan-in/scan-out ports may be shared between two chains. This is only

allowed if the first/last chain elements of both chains refer to the same instance, and

render the same scan-in/scan-out port up to the leaf macro level. If in a leaf macro two

chains share such a port, this is allowed, since we have no means of checking whether this

is correct or not. In this case, it is assumed that the leaf macro has some sort of selection
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Figure 8.3: Example of correct port sharing

mechanism (like a multiplexer) to choose between the chains. Only one can be active at a

time.

• Checking for resource conflicts

As was shown in the previous check, it sometimes is allowed to share certain scan-in or

scan-out ports between chains. However, this leads to another problem: If two chains

share a scan-in or scan-out port, they should not be used together in another chain, since

only one of the port-sharing chains can be active at a time. This would mean that the scan

chain would never be able to shift a value from its scan-in port to its scan-out port in test

mode. Hence, the chain is not valid, which cannot be the intention. We call such a situa

tion a resource conflict.
It must be checked that this case does not occur. If it does, the routing plan is illegal, and

an error is issued.

• Checking the order of certain chain elements

In principle, the order in which chain elements appear within a chain is free. There are

however a few exceptions. These exceptions regard elements of which a scan-in port is an

already existing port. There are two categories of elements that fall under these excep
tions:

The first category is all combinatorial elements. A combinatorial element will never get a

new scan-in port. The specified chain ports must always be existing ports of the element.

For example:

Macro inv

ClockDomain none NotDriven

Chain chn

Length 0

Scanln inl

ScanOut -outl

EndChain

EndClockDomain

Enc:lMacro

is the macro of an inverter. Ports inl and out 1 must exist on the element that corre
sponds with this macro.
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The second category is the DFFs that are used in the routing plan. Note that we are talking
about DFFs, not SFFs. DFFs can be entered in the routing plan in certain cases. For a de
tailed description of why and how this is done, the reader is referred to Chapter 9. Below,

an example is given of how the macro of a DFF would look !ike:

Macro dff

CloekDomain elk DrivenBy ( elk)

Chain ehn

Length 1

Seanln d

SeanOut Cl

EndChain

EndClockDomain

EndMaero

The chain of this macro does not have scan-enable port, and the ports d and q are existing
ports on the element that corresponds with this macro.

All these elements have existing scan-in ports for the chain ports, and these ports are in
use in the design. This means that we cannot just connect these ports to other ports, since
they might already be driven. If we want to enter one of these elements in the routing plan,
the element must therefore already be connected correctly, i.e., the scan-in port of the ele

ment must be connected to the scan-out port of the previous chain element.
Stated in other words this means that these chain elements must be mentioned in the cor

rect order. They have a fixed position relative to their surrounding elements. In figure 8.4
this is explained.

-----G:J----. f---~-i~;~;---~---·------
insty ~ (éóii"fÎ1cf) ·~ ?----~' ····r----

. · -----_.-------------

instl inst2 inst3

Figure 8.4: Example of fixed chain element order

In this figure, the so!id !ine indicates a scan chain, going through the elements ins tl,

inst2 and inst3, via existing nets. Chain element inst2 is a combinatorial element
(an inverter), and must thus be specified directly after ins tl in the definition of the
chain. It is not possible to specify a scan chain through insty, inst2 and inst3, be
cause this would introduce a conflict (two net writers at the same net) at the scan-in port of
the inverter.

Note that, although the scan-out port of ins t 2 is also an existing port, it is not mandatory
to specify inst3 directly after inst2 in the definition of this chain, because we can al

ways use the value at the output of inst2 as input to another element (this is shown with
ins tx). This does not introduce any conflict (two net readers at the same net is allowed).

• Checking the usage of chain elements
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It might happen that, when the user changed the routing plan manually, some chain ele

ments within an instance are not used, while others are. This can be done intentionally, but
the user could also have made amistake. Therefore, it is checked if this situation occurs. If

it does, a waming is issued. The program will however continue.

• Cheeking the cloek domains

One of the important things we have to do is the dock domain analysis. The user could
have easily put elements in the wrong dock domain if he edited the routing plan. This

must be detected, because in this case the scan chain is invalid. Therefore, we have to per

form a clock domain analysis. This analysis is slightly easier than the one performed by

PrepScan, since now we do not have to start at the lowest level in the hierarchy with a re
cursive algorithm. We can do the analysis on a per chain element basis. Below, the algo

rithm is given that performs this analysis. ce Is the chain element that is currently under
consideration, eh is the chain it is contained in.

CheckClockDomain( ce, eh)

{

forall cp E chain (ce). C
{

Let polarity = cp.POL

find the port reference pr on inst( ce ) that corresponds with cp

dp = GetDrivingPort( pr, inv) *
if ( inv = true )

polarity = --, polarity

if ( -a p E (ch.C) : (dp = p.P 1\ p.POL = polarity) )

exit error

* GetDrivingPort( pr, inv ) has already been explained in section 7.3.2.

• Testing the number of ehain ports

InScan sets certain restrictions on the number of chain ports allowed. There should be ex
actly one scan-in and one scan-out port, and at most one scan-enable port per chain. These

restrictions must be checked, since the routing plan language does not impose them.

• Cheeking the ehain port eonsisteney

Chain ports can be shared between chains. We already have seen how this was possible for
scan-in and scan-out ports, but of course also scan-enable ports will generally be shared

between chains. When certain chains in a macro share chain ports, we have to check that,
when these chains are used as chain elements in other chains, these other chains do not in

troduce conflicts.

Por example, if two chains 'ei l' and 'ci2' of a macro share the scan-enable port, and these

two chains are instantiated as chain elements in two other chains 'cl' and 'c2', then these
two other chains should both share their scan-enable port. This is necessary because the
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instantiated chains already share their scan-enable ports, which means that the scan-enable
ports of 'cl' and 'c2' will be connected (because the scan-enable port of a chain will be
connected with all the scan-enable ports of its chain elements). If these scan-enable ports

are not one and the same, than a conflict occurs when the values on these ports are not
equal.

The same reasoning applies to chains with shared scan-in ports, with the exception that
these ports only have to be shared when the sharing chains are instantiated as first chain
elements in other chains. Chains with shared scan-out ports are only observed if they are

instantiated as last chain elements in other chains. Although shared scan-out ports do not
introduce conflicts, they can produce unnecessary ports, and therefore are also observed.

8.4 Executing the routing plan

Now that we can be sure the plans are correct, we can execute them. Execution of the routing
plan is rather straightforward. Below, the actions that are undertaken, are given:

1. Create the new declaration cells.

For every macro that has its name not equal to its 'DerivedFrom'I'ReplacedFor' name, a
new declaration cell is created with the name of the macro. The contents of this new cell is

copied from the original cell (the cell that corresponds with the 'DerivedFrom' name).

2. Redirect certain references.

The newly created (declaration) cells are still not referenced by any instanees (instantia
tion cells). Therefore, the references of some of the instanees must be redirected to these
new cells. Which instanees must have their references redirected can be found in the rout
ing plan. If a chain element refers to the chain of a macro that corresponds with ajust cre
ated cell, the instanee that corresponds with this chain element must have its references
redirected to this new cell.

3. Create the chain ports on all cells.

When all cells, corresponding with macros, do exist, we can continue with creating the
chain ports on these cells. Each chain that is defined for a cell will need some chain ports.
It is possible that certain chain ports already exist on cells. In this case we must make sure
that it is allowed to use these existing ports. They could be chosen by PrepScan, in which
case they are valid, but they could also have been edited into the routing plan by the user.
Therefore, we have to check existing ports.

When the chain port does not exist on the correct cell, it can safely be created. When it
does exist, we have to check the port.
When the existing port is a scan-in or scan-enable port (an input port), it is checked if this
port is already driven from the outside of the cell. If this is not the case, it is allowed to
use the port. If the port is already driven it cannot be used. In this case a port with another
name will be created.
When the existing port is a scan-out port (an output port), it has to be checked that this
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port is not already driven from inside the cell. If this is not the case, the port can be used.

If it is already driven, a port with a different name will be created.

As was explained in section 7.5, PrepScan is able to recognise existing ports that can be

used as chain ports. These ports will be put in the routing plan and used by ScanIt when

the routing plan is executed. ScanIt also has the functionality to detect if existing ports can

be used as chain ports. If the routing plan proposes a new chain port while ScanIt detects
an existing port which can be used for this purpose, Scanit will wam the user and automat

ically use the existing port. This might not always be desired by the user. Therefore, a
switch is provided to disable this option. When disabled, ScanIt will not try to be smarter

than the routing plan, and will just execute it.

4. Move the match rule file to the design.

Although we have created all cells that we'll need, and have updated the references of the
instances to the declaration cells, we still have not incorporated the scan functionality in

our design. We already have created the cells for the scannable variants in step 1, but the
contents of these cells is just the contents of the original cells. These contents must be re

placed by the contents of the corresponding cells in the match rule file.

Therefore, the entire contents of the match rule file is copied to the design. This is possible

since the match rule file is in fact a design. During this copying, the newly created scanna

bie variants (with a wrong contents) are replaced by their corresponding cells in the match

rule file, which have the correct contents. When this step is done, all instances of type DFF

that were to be replaced by SFFs according to the routing plan, now refer to a declaration

cell of type SFF.

5. Create the not yet existing combinatorial cells.

As has been mentioned before, ScanIt allows combinatorial elements to be entered in a

scan chain, even if these elements do not yet exist in the design. Therefore, these elements

must be created during execution of the routing plan. That is what is done by this step. The

element will not be connected yet.

6. Route the chains

At this point, the entire design is complete, except for the connections that define the scan

chains. This routing process has become very easy, since all ports now exist.

For each chain, the scan-enable port must be connected to all scan-enable ports of its chain

elements. This means that in the design the corresponding scan-enable port must be found

on the declaration cell, and connected to the scan-enable ports on the instances that corre

spond with the chain elements.

The scan-in port of each chain must be connected to the scan-in port of its first chain ele

ment, and the scan-out port of each chain must be connected to the scan-out port of its last

chain element. Any other scan-out port of a chain element must be connected to the scan

in port of its successor.

7. Platten the substituted cells.
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As the reader may have noted, the substitution of DFFs to SFFs has not been done directly.

An intermediate level was introduced, which we called the scannable variant. The scanna
bIe variant could consist of just a single SFF, but also of a DFF with a muItiplexer for ex

ample. It might happen that the user does not appreciate the new level in the design. This
is especially the case when the design that we are processing is already flattened, i.e., has

no hierarchy anymore. Therefore, ScanIt has the possibility to flatten this level, which re
sults in removal of this level. By default, ScanIt will only flatten this level if the substitu

tion of DFF to SFF is one to one, i.e., each DFF will be substituted by an SFF existing of a
single element (a 'rea!' SFF, not a DFF with multiplexer). If this is not the case, no flatten

ing will occur. Switches are provided to (de-)activate flattening. It has to be kept in mind

that flattening does change the instance names used in the design. If the instance names

must be retained, this method of flattening should not be used.
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9 Optimisation techniques

9.1 Introduction

So far, we have discussed the implementation of InScan that performsJull scan, which means
that all DFFs will be replaced by SFFs. In Chapter 3 we discussed the advantages and disad

vantages of full scan. If the disadvantages of Juli scan out-weigh the advantages, it could be

interesting to use partial scan. With partial scan, only a specific subset of the DFFs used in

the design are replaced by SFFs. This has of course an impact on the (dis)advantages of scan
test. Below, a summary is given of this impact [Bennets 93].

disadvantages of partial scan, compared to full scan, are:

• The benefit of guaranteed automatic and algorithmic test-pattem generation is reduced.
Now, a pattem-generator for complex sequential circuits is needed, which is both expen

sive to buy and to run. Also, a way of selecting the memoryelements to be replaced, is

needed. This is not a trivial problem.

• Fault simulation costs will increase, because the fault simulator must be run on the full

sequential circuit. This requires a more sophisticated fault simulator and will cost more in

run time.

• The ability to use the scan path for design debug is reduced. There is less scan path access,

which results in lower controllability and observability inside the circuit.

• The design environment becomes less manageable. The designer gets more freedom (to
introduce timing problems).

• The reduced partitioning through the scan path will reduce the ability to locate faults in
order to fix products or processes.

The advantages of partial scan, compared to full scan, are:

• The reduction in replacing DFFs with SFFs results in a reduction of the silicon area
needed, and possibly in less IC-pins. This reduces the costs involved with full scan.

• The impact on timing, possibly resulting in an impact on performance, with full scan, can

be avoided by basing partial scan on excluding the critical elements from the scan path,
thus restoring the original timing behaviour.

As can be seen, partial scan has an impact on all the arguments for and against full scan, as

mentioned in Chapter 3. The designer must decide if it is advantageous to use partial scan in

stead of full scan. In general, when silicon area is critical, partial scan will be useful for the
designer.
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Although we now know what partial scan is concemed with, we still have not discussed how
it can be implemented. There are a lot of ways to perform partial scan. The key problem with
partial scan is how to decide which DFFs should be replaced by SFFs, and which shouldn 't.

There are many different approaches to how this decision can be made. Each approach has a
different impact on the arguments for and against partial scan. Therefore, it is important for
the designer to know which arguments are the most important to him, and which partial scan
methods do result in the best performance regarding these arguments.

With InScan, we are particularly interested in partial scan methods with which sequential pat
tem generation is not necessary. Since this is probably the most severe drawback of partial
scan, not requesting it is a major advantage over other methods. The other arguments will
also be influenced positively with these methods. Below, we will discuss some partial scan
methods that are, or will be, implemented in InScan. We will indicate how they work, and
discuss their impact on the arguments given above.

Another subject that we have not touched yet, is the order in which chain elements are routed.
This order can be of considerable importance. We will see that the partial scan algorithms
that are discussed below are based on the positions of the DFFs in the design. There are how
ever also other kind of optimisations possible that optimise the scan chain routing with re
spect to certain targets. We will discuss two of them at the end of this chapter.

9.2 Shift register recognition

A scan chain is composed of a number of SFFs that form a shift register, when put in test
mode. When a design is processed with full scan, all DFFs will be replaced by SFFs, regard
less of the functionality of the design. It is however possible to make an easy profit by recog
nising functional shift registers in the design.

9.2.1 Theory

When full scan is performed on a shift register, all the DFFs the shift register is composed of
will be replaced by SFFs, which is however not necessary! The replacement is only done to
ensure that the flip-flops form a shift register in test mode, but since an existing shift register
already IS a shift register, this replacement serves no purpose anymore. Therefore, this re
placement does not have to be done, which results in less silicon area. The entire shift regis
ter can be included in a scan path as a part of it. To be able to shift a value into this part, only
the first element of the existing shift register must be made scannable. The other elements do
not have to be replaced by SFFs. In figure 9.1 this is depicted. For convenience, only the
scan-in and scan-out nets are drawn.

The example design consists of a number of DFFs and some combinatorial logic. One shift
register already exists in the design. In the figure is shown how the existing shift register is
integrated in a scan path. The first element must become scannable and is thus replaced by an
SFF. The other elements of the shift register are not replaced.
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Figure 9.1: Example of integrating an existing shift register in a scan path

Let there he S shift registers in a design, with si being the ith shift register of the design, let ni
be the length of shift register si, let N be the total number of flip-flops used in the design, let
Ns be the total number of flip-flops used in shift registers, and let A be the amount of silicon
needed for a DFF:

s

Of course, Ns = ·~>i 'and N;::.: Ns

i

Each SFF results in a certain area overhead a (we will assume that only one type of DFF to

SFF replacement is needed), such that the amount of silicon needed for a SFF equals
(l + a) A. Therefore, the silicon area needed for applying full scan to this design totals
(l+a)A.N.

If we apply the shift register recognition technique, the silicon area needed totals
(l+a)A(N-Ns+S) +A(Ns-S), which can also be written as A(N(l+a) -a(Ns-S)) . If

we divide these two figures byeach other, we get the following result:

a(Ns-S)
1- N (l + a) ,

. h' h h f a (Ns - S) d h' h h'f' " . . ld d"In w IC t e actor N (1 + a) enotes t e gaIn t at s I t regIster recogmtlOn yIe s regar Ing

silicon area of flip-flops. Note that this factor does not take into account the silicon area used
by the combinatorial logic. For example, consider a design with a = 0.2, N = 1000,
Ns = 200, and S = 10, then the gain would be 3.2%. This means that the flip-flops would re
quire 3.2% less silicon area when shift register recognition is used with this design.

9.2.2 Implementation

Below, the algorithm is given that performs shift register recognition.

RecogShiftRegs( routingplan )

{

forall non-Ieaf macros me in the routingplan

{

forall cd E me

forall eh E cd
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let NoShijtRegFound =false

while (NoShijtRegFound =false )

{

ce =FindShiftRegElement( ch )

if (ce = 0)
NoShiftRegFound = true

else

let regch = CreateChainWithLink( cd, ch )

MoveElementToChainAsFirst( ce, regch )

ExtendShiftRegAtBegin( ce, regch )

DeleteFirstElementslfComb( regch )

forall chaifl E cd

if ( ChainContainsShiftReg( chain) )

TransformShijtRegElements( chain, cd, routingplan )

}

MoveShiftRegsToOriginalChain( )

Below, the sub-routines used by this procedure are explained.

DeleteFirstElementslfComb( chain ) deletes all combinatorial chain elements chain starts
with. These elements serve no purpose in the chain, but were created to ease implementation.

Therefore they can now be deleted.

ChainContainsShiftReg( chain ) returns true if chain is created by this routine and thus con

tains a shift register.

MoveShiftRegsToOriginalChain( ) moves the contents of all the chains that were just created,

and thus contained scan chains consisting of a shift register, to the chains they were original

Iy contained in. The shift registers will be appended at the end of the chain element list of

those chains.

FindShiftRegElement( chain )

II Returns an element that is part of a shift register. This element is found by determining

II ij it is of type DFF, and is connected to another DFF via one of its data input ports. For this

II other DFF a chain element must exist.

forall ce E chaifl

let inst = inst( ce )
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if ( IsDFF( cell( inst ) ) )

{

let si = {prE PORTREFce//(inst) : pr.l= inst /\ IsDatalnput(pr.P)}

forall siel E si

let opr = GetDrivingPortRejThroughBufAndlnv( siel )

ifC IsDFF( cell( opr.l)) /\ (opr.li:-inst) /\

(3 ehelE ehain.EL: inst(ehel) = opr.1

v

( 3 eh: HasLink (eh, ehain) /\

3 ehel E eh.EL : inst (chel) = opr.1 /\

IsLastElement( chel ) )

)

)

return ( ce )

}

return ( NoElement )

IsDFF( cell) returns a boolean value that denotes whether cell is a D-type flip-flop. This wiII

be true if cell is a leaf cell and the properties attached to it identify it as such a flip-flop.

IsDataInput( port) returns a boolean value that denotes whether port is a data input port of
the cell it belongs to. This can be detennined with the "class" property.

GetDrivingPortRejThroughBufAndlnv( portref) traces portref.P (which is an input port), via
the external net connected to it, through any buffers and/or inverters to the output port of an
other instanee. The portref corresponding with this "driving" port will be returned. Note that
there can only be one driving port.

CreateChainWithLink( clockdomain, chain ) creates a new chain in clockdomain and creates a
link to chain. The new chain is returned.

HasLink( linkchain, chain ) returns true if linkchain has a link to chain.

MoveElementToChainAsFirst( chainelement, shiftregisterchain ) moves chainelement from
the chain it is contained in to shiftregisterchain, where chainelement becomes the first chain
element.

ExtendShiftRegAtBegin( chainelement, shiftregchain )

II chainelement is an arbitrary element of a shift register. This routine extends this

II shift register at its beginning.

(

let inst = inst( chainelement )

let si = {pr E PORTREFcel1 (insl) : pr.1 =inst /\ IsDatalnput (pr.P)}
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let siel E si

let opr = GetDrivingPortRef( siel )

if (lsDFF( eelt( opr.! ) ) )

{

if ( ::3 ehel E ehainoEL : inst (ehel) = oprol)

{

MoveElementToChainAsFirst( ehel, shiftregehain )

ExtendShiftRegAtBegin( ehel, shiftregehain )

else
if ( ::3 eh: HasLink (eh, ehain) 1\

::3 ehel E ehoEL : inst (ehel) = oprol 1\

IsLastElement( ehel ) )

MoveChainToChain( shiftregehain, eh)

}

else
if (lsBuf( eelt( opr.! )) v lslnv( eelt( oprol) ) )

{

CreateCombMacro( celt( opr.! ) )

ehel = CreateCombElement( shiftregehain, opr.! )

ExtendShlftRegAtBegin( ehel, shiftregehain )

GetDrivingPortRef( portref ) traces portref.P (which is an input port). via the external net
connected to it, to the output port of another instanee. The portref corresponding with this

"driving" port will be returned. Note that there can only be one driving port.

IsLastElement( ehainelement ) returns true if ehainelement is the last chain element of the
chain it is contained in.

MoveChainToChain( fromehain, toehain) movesfromehain to toehain. and deletesfromehain

afterwards.

CreateCombMaero( eelt) creates a macro corresponding with eelto eelt must be a combinato
rial cello

CreateCombElement( ehain, inst ) creates a chain element in ehain. that corresponds with
inst. inst must be a combinatorial element. The chain element is returned.

IsBuf( eelt) returns true if eelt is of type buffer.

lslnv( eelt) returns true if eelt is of type inverter.
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TransformShiftRegElements( chain, clockdomain, routingplan )

II Chain contains all chain elements that constitute a shift register. The chain elements

II corresponding with memory elements are however still referring to macros of SFFs. This

II routine transforms this chain so that the chain elements refer to macros of DFFs, exceptfor

II the first element, which must remain scannable.

{

tempch = CreateChain( c/ockdomain )

let ce =GetLastElement( chain )

let prevcell = 0
while(ce:t-0)
{

let dbh = cell( inst( ce ) )
if ( IsBuf( cell) v Islnv( cell ) )

MoveElementToChainAsFirst( ce, tempch )

else

if ( ce =GetFirstElement( chain ) )

macro = FindMacro( routingplan, GetName( GetMacro( ce ) ) )

else
macro =
FindMacro( routingplan, GetDerivedFromName( GetMacro( ce ) ) )

if ( macro = 0 )
macro = CreateDffMacro( ce )

let refChain = 0
if ( prevcell = 0 )

refChain = GetFirstChain( macro)

else
refChain =GetRefChain( prevcell, ce, macro)

CreateElement( tempch, ce, refChain )

DeleteElement( ce )
}

prevcell = cell( inst( ce ) )

ce = GetLastElement( chain )
}

MoveChainToChain( tempch, chain )

CreateChain( clockdomain ) creates an empty chain in c/ockdomain.

FindMacro( routingplan, name) returns the macro with name name in routingplan.

GetFirstChain( macro) returns the first chain in macro.

GetRefChain( cell, chainelement, macro) returns the chain of macro, of which the scan-out

port of inst( chainelement ) can be traced, starting from the data input port of cello
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CreateElement( chain, chainelement, refChain ) creates a new chain element at the beginning

of chain, referring to the instanee inst( chainelement ), and derived from the chain refChain.

DeleteElement( chainelement ) deletes chainelement and removes it from the chain it is con

tained in.

GetLastElement( chain ) returns the last chain element of chain.

GetFirstElement( chain ) returns the first chain element of chain.

CreateDffMacro( chainelement ) creates a macro for the cell corresponding with inst(

chainelement ). This macro is special because it indicates how a scan chain can pass through

an element of type DFF, instead of the scannable variant of such an element. The chains of

this macro do not have any enable ports, and the scan-in and scan-out ports must be existing

ports on the DFF. Below, an example is given of such a macro. Refer to section 7.3.2 to com

pare this macro with the one created for the scannable variant of the DFF.

Macro dff

ClockDomain clk-'pos Dri venBy ( elk )

Cl1ain cl1n_Cl

Length 1

Scanln d

ScanOut Cl

EndChain

Chain chn_qn

Length 1

Scanln d

ScanOut qn

EndChain

EndClockDomain

EndMacro

9.2.3 Conclusion

The method discussed above can be seen as an intermediate form between full scan and par

ti al scan. Although all flip-flop are still used in the scan paths, they are not all scannable.

Therefore, this method benefits from both the advantages of full scan and partial scan.

Since all flip-flops are still used in the scan paths, there is no need for a sequential test pattem

generator. Also, the controllability and observability remain untouched because of the same

reason. The advantage is the lessened need for silicon area, and possibly less impact on tim
ing.

Clearly, the disadvantages of using partial scan are not present with this method, while the

advantages are. Therefore, there is absolutely no reason not to use this method, since it will

cost nothing.
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9.3 Pipeline recognition

A second method we would like to discuss is the pipeline recognition method. It will appear
that not all DFFs in a pipeline will have to be replaced by SFFs. These flip-flops will also not
have to be put in the scan chains, which means that this method can be seen as a partial scan

method. On the other hand however, we wW see that the we are able to avoid some of the
problems that other partial scan methods introduce, which makes this method cIearly distinct
from them.

9.3.1 Theory

We have seen how shift registers did not have to become entirely scannabIe. This was possi
bIe because of the inherent scannable nature of a shift register. Pipelines also have a specific
architecture, that makes them candidates for scan path optimisation. In figure 9.2, an example
of a pipeline is given.

COMB
LOmC

Figure 9.2: Example of a pipeline

None of the DFFs drawn in this figure have to become scannabIe variants because of the na
ture of the pipeline: The pipeline does not contain any other sequential elements and there is
no feedback of the sequential elements in the pipeline, as can be seen in the figure. Values,
applied to the combinatorial logic at the left side of figure 9.2 can be propagated through the
pipeline in two clock cycles. After two clock cycles, the resulting values wil! be present at
the outputs of the combinatoriallogic at the right side of figure 9.2. Because of the nature of
the pipeline, these values will remain stabIe as long as the input values are stabIe.

The DFFs a pipeline is constituted of, do not have to be entered in a scan chain. This is the
main difference with the shift register recognition algorithm, where the DFFs did have to be
entered in a scan chain. As a result of this, the logic to be tested between the scan chains is
not fully combinatorial anymore, which makes test pattem generation more difficult. This
disadvantage is not that great, since the logic does not contain feedback, so that advanced test
pattern generation algorithms will not have a hard time creating test patterns for it.

Also, testing is now not trivial anymore due to the sequential nature of the logic to be tested.
In genera\, more than one clock cycle must be applied to the logic to propagate signals entire
Iy through it, in contrast with the situation with full scan, where only one clock cycle was
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needed for a signal to propagate through the combinatorial logic and get captured in a SFF.

This means that a test protocol is needed, in which is described how many clock cycIes are

needed for signal propagation. Such a test protocol must be created by a test pattem generator

or by another tooI, such as InScan, when this method is implemented in it.

The controllability and observability of the circuit do not change, compared to full scan.

Also, the fault coverage remains 100% of all detectable faults targeted by the pattem genera

tor. Thus, the testability of the circuit does not deteriorate when using this method over full

scan.

The extra delay, introduced by using SFFs instead of DFFs, can now be avoided in the pipe

line. This is especially useful, since pipelines are often used to speed up the design. The long

est delay in a stage of the pipeline determines the maximum cIock frequency. It is therefore

desirabIe that the scan test functionality does not have an impact on the delays in the pipeline,

since this would influence the maximum clock frequency at which the circuit can be run neg

atively.

Since less flip-flops have to be replaced by their scannable variants, this method reduces the

amount of silicon area needed, compared to full scan. Below, we will give a derivation of the

gain that this method yields:

Let N be the total number of flip-flops used in the design, let Np be the total number of flip

flops used in pipelines, and let A be the amount of silicon needed for a DFF:

Of course,N ~ Np

Each SFF results in a certain area overhead a (we will assume that only one type of DFF to

SFF replacement is needed), such that the amount of silicon needed for a SFF equals

(1 + a) A. Therefore, the silicon area needed for applying full scan to this design totals

(l +a)A.N .

If we apply the pipeline recognition technique, the silicon area needed totals

(l + a) A (N - Np) + A (Np) , which can also be written as A (N (l + a) - aNp) . If we divide

these two figures byeach other, we get the following result:

aNp
1- N(l + a) ,

aNp
in which the factor N (1 + a) denotes the gain that pipeline recognition yields regarding

silicon area of flip-flops. Note that this factor does not take into account the silicon area used

by the combinatorial logic. For example, consider a design with a = 0.2, N = 1000, and

Np = 200, then the gain would be 3.3%. This means that the flip-flops would require 3.3%

less silicon area when pipeline recognition is used with this design.
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The gain that this method yields is independent of the gain that shift register recognition
yields. Therefore, these methods can both be applied to a design, and their gains can be
summed.

Test and simulation times will generally be smaller when using this method. This results from
the fact that we are able to test multiple combinatorial blocks at the same time. When we look
at figure 9.2 again, we see that full scan would result in three combinatorial blocks to be test
ed separately (in serial). When applying the pipeline recognition method, the entire pipeline
is considered a singe bloek, which means that all three combinatorial parts are tested in paral
lel. Although there might be more test pattems needed to test this large bloek, generally less
shift actions will be needed to gather the test results, since the scan paths are shorter due to
the pipeline flip-flops which are not used in the scan paths.

9.3.2 Special pipeJine cases

Sometimes, a pipeline might be disturbed by the presence of a sequential element that is not
part of the pipeline. Consider the following case, depicted in figure 9.3.

Figure 9.3: Example of a non-symmetrical pipeline

The middle stage of the pipeline contains a DFF besides some combinatorial logie. This flip
flop makes the pipeline asymmetrieal, i.e., the results of the middle stage are not all available
at the next clock cycle. The lower part of the pipeline needs an extra clock cycle to present its
result to the next stage. The result after the first clock cycle is depending on the state of the
DFF. In order to be able to put the DFF in the middle stage in a known state, hence being able
to predict the output of the stage after one clock cycle, we must make it scannable. Therefore,
this DFF must be replaced by an SFF.

another case is depicted in figure 9.4. In this figure, the pipeline again is disturbed by a se
quential element of type DFF in one of its stages. This time however, the output of the se
quential element is fed back to the sequential circuit. Now, this stage has become a pure
sequential circuit, which cannot be easily tested without special care. Therefore, the DFF
must become scannable to be able to perform scan test on the circuit. This is however not
enough, because of the fact that we are applying multiple clock cycles to the pipeline in order
to shift the test pattems through it. If we would only put the DFF in a known state and then
apply a number of clock cycles, the circuit remains sequentialof nature, and we would have
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gained nothing. The state of the DFF must be frozen during the application of the dock cy

des, in order to assure that the circuit can be seen as a combinatorial one. When the DFF

does not change states, it can be seen as a "constant generator", thus being a combinatorial

block. Therefore, the DFF must be replaced by a scannable hold flip-flop. The hold function

ality can then be used to freeze the state of the DFF.

COMB
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dff

Figure 9.4: Example of a pipeline with sequential loop

9.3.3 Implementation

The pipeline recognition algorithm has not been implemented in InScan yet. It is supposed to

be implemented in the near future, and as soon as it has been implemented, the new version

of InScan will be named SmartScan. This name already implies that the algorithm does not

perform an entirely trivial task. The main problem with implementing the pipeline recogni

tion algorithm is how to recognise a pipeline.

For this problem, it is intended to use the retimer tooikit. The retimer tooikit contains algo

rithms to modify the temporal behaviour of clocked digital circuits, whilst leaving the func

tional behaviour unchanged. Although the algorithms are not designed for this purpose, it is

possible to use them in such a way that they detect which memory elements form a pipeline.

How these retimer algorithms must be integrated in InScan is still a subject that requires in

vestigation. One of the problems that should be addressed is the question how to recognise

the special cases discussed before.

InScan already has been prepared for the implementation of the pipeline recognition method.

The method requires scannable hold flip-flops to become part of the scan chain, which InScan

will be able to create and recognise. This is explained in more detail in section 7.6.3.

9.4 Timing driven scan chain routing

The partial scan algorithms treated before are based on minimising the number of DFFs that

must be replaced by SFFs, in order to minimise the silicon area needed and as a side effect

minimise the delays introduced by scan test. We can also approach the routing plan optimisa

tion from other angles, of which we will discuss two in this and the next section.
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We have seen that PrepScan created the chain elements in a rather arbitrary order. No optimi
sations were done in this process. The shift register recognition algorithm changed this order
when it found a shift register, so that it could perform its optimisations. There are however
more ways to change the order of chain elements, in order to get an optimised scan chain
routing. This type of optimisation does not result in less scan chain elements, but in other ad
vantages, as we will see. One of these type of optimisation methods is timing driven scan

chain routing.

An important action during scan test is the transport of test patterns via the scan chains to the
blocks that must be tested, and the transport of the responses back to the boundary. If a block
demands a lot of test pattems, we could speed up the testing process if the test pattems could
be transported via short chains to and from this block. In figure 9.5 this is shown with an ex
ample. The design shown consists of a RAM and a block with combinatorial logic. A RAM is
known to demand a huge amount of test vectors. Suppose that the RAM needs ten times as
much test vectors as the combinatorial block. Now consider the following two situations:

Figure 9.5: Example of scan chain routing with respect to test time

The situations only differ in the routing of the scan chain. On the left hand side, the RAM is
closest to the input and output port ofthe scan chain. On the right hand side, the combinatori
al logic is closest to these ports. It is clear that test pattems are faster transported to the block
that is closer to the scan-in port. AIso, the responses on the test pattems of a block are faster
transported to the boundary of the design when the block is cIoser to the scan-out port of the
chain. Therefore, the block that demands the most test pattems should be as close to these
ports as possible, in order to optimise the test time. Hence, the situation depicted on the left
hand side of figure 9.5 will result in the shortest test time.

This type of optimisation can be done by changing the order of chain elements in the routing
plan. The only information needed for it is the amount of test pattems needed for each of the
blocks used in the design.
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9.5 Layout driven scan chain routing

Another way to optimise the scan chain routing is on the basis of the layout. When a rudimen
tary cell-placement has been performed before routing, the routing process could use this
placement information to find an optimal routing. Of course, it then is a prerequisite that the
final layout maintains the original placing as much as possible. We wil I denote methods,
based on layout information, with the term layout driven scan chain routing.

It is clear that if routing is performed on the basis of distance between element to be routed,
we are able to minimise the wiring needed for the scan chain. This results in less silicon area

needed and simplifies the routing process of the entire chip. AIso, we are able to decide if
buffering is needed in the scan chains. Of course, the shorter the wires between scan chains
are, the less quicker buffering is necessary.

Another decision that must be made during the routing is the choice of scan-out ports. As we
have seen, if a DFF has two output ports (one the inverse of the other), both ports are valid

scan-out ports. Which one to choose when routing the scan chain through this element, can
for example be based on the load, present on both outputs. If one of the ports already is heav
ily loaded, it might be wise to take the other port, to prevent driving problems and avoid the
need for buffering.
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10 Conclusions

In this report we described the specification and implementation of InScan. InScan is a soft
ware tooi with which an IC design can be prepared for scan test. During operation of InScan,
two plans are created that determine the actions InScan should perform. These plans are
called the routing plan and the match rule file. To make the program as flexible as possible,
InScan is set up in such a way that the user can inspect these plans and make changes to them,
if he should find this necessary. This is implemented by breaking InScan into two parts, of
which the first is called PrepScan, and the second is called Scanlt.

PrepScan is only concemed with generating the routing plan and the match rule file. For this
purpose, it performs an extensive analysis of the circuit. It is shown that the creation of the
routing plan mainly involves an analysis of the cIock domains. During the clock domain anal
ysis, the routing plan can be built up. The initial routing plan, created by PrepScan, prepares
the design for full scan. After creation of this routing plan, it can be processed by dedicated
algorithms to optimise certain factors such as silicon area needed, delays, test time, etc.
When the final routing plan is available, the match rule file can be created. A smart algorithm

will try to find a scannable variant in the Iibrary for each DFF that must be made scannable. If
it cannot find one, it will try to create one by putting a multiplexer in front of the DFF.
When the plans are created, they are written out in a readable format, enabling the user to edit
them. The match rule file is described in the NDL format, which is a netlist description lan
guage. The routing plan is described with the routing plan language, which is especially de
signed to describe scan chains for a design.

ScanIt is concemed with execution of the routing plan and the match rule file. Since the user
may have edited these files, an extensive number of checks is performed to be sure the plans
are correct. When they are, ScanIt will make the changes to the design, just as is indicated in
the plans.

Finally, this report discusses some algorithms that are or can be inserted in PrepScan, to opti
mise the routing plan. Especially the shift register recognition algorithm and the pipeline rec
ognition algorithm are treated. These algorithms are interesting since they result in
interesting gains regarding the silicon area needed and delays, whiie the costs that are intro
duced by using them are minimal.
The shift register recognition algorithm is treated in detail. It has been implemented in the

current version of InScan. It results in a gain in the silicon area needed, since not all DFFs in
a shift register have to be replaced by SFFs. On the other hand, no extra costs are introduced
by using this method.
The pipeline recognition algorithm has not been implemented yet. This report describes what
it should do, and how it can be done. The method results in a gain in the silicon area needed,
whiie also extra delays, due to the replacement of DFFs by SFFs, are avoided in the pipelines,
since the DFFs in a pipeline do not have to be replaced by SFFs. AIso, test and simulation
times will generally be smaller using this method. A small disadvantage is that the test pat
tem generation has become more difficult. AIso, the test protocol is not trivial anymore, since
with this method not all DFFs are used in the scan paths anymore.
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A Mathematica) notation

This appendix describes the mathematical notations used in this report. Many readers will al
ready be familiar with most of these notations, but some notations are defined here.

A.I Abbreviations

iff: iffstands for "if and only if'.

A.2 Sets and tuples

Set: A set S is a collection of zero or more entities, all of the same type. For example:

S = {l, 2, 4, 100, 355}

is a set of natural numbers.

Powerset: The powerset of a set S (denoted by P(S)) is the set that contains all subsets of S,

including 0 and Sitself:

P(S) = {11 Tc;; S}

Tuple: A tuple is a finite, non-empty, ordered set. It is denoted by

A.3 Predefined sets

Set of natural numbers: lNdenotes the set of natural numbers:

lN= {O, 1,2, 3, ... }

Set of positive natural numbers: lN+ denotes the set of positive natural numbers:

lN+ = {1, 2, 3, ... }

Set of booleans: IB denotes the set of booleans:

IB = {troe, false}

Set of values: VAL denotes the set ofvalues:

VAL = {0, 1 }
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AA Operators

For all: V denotes the for all operator. It is used to denote the fact that a certain expression
holds for all elements of a certain set. For example:

Exists:::3 denotes the exist operator. It is used to denote the fact that a certain expression
holds for at least one element of a certain set. For example:

::3n E W: n < 3

Exists n (n E IN ): ::3" (n E IN) denotes the exists precisely noperator. It is used to denote
the fact that a certain expression holds for precisely n elements of a certain set. For example:

Cardinality: IS\ denotes the cardinality operator. It denotes the number of elements the set S

consists of.

Exor: EB denotes the exor operator. It performs the logical exor operation on its arguments.

The dot operator, used on a tuple: To refer to an element of a tuple, the dot notation is used.
For example, if T is a tuple of type

(a, b, c, d, e)

the fourth element of it will be denoted by

T.d

This means that, if we want to use the dot notation for a tuple, we have to give a (unique)
name to all elements of that tuple. We define these names along with the definition of the tu
ple itself.

The dot operator, used on a set of tupies: We will also define the dot operator when used on
a set of tupies. Let T be a tuple type, danelement name of T, and ST ç PCT) be a set of such
tupies. The dot operator used on such a set is defined as

ST.d = U t.d
Ie ST

The inversion operator, used on the set of values VAL: The inversion operator, denoted by
a bar above an element of VAL, is defined by

Ö=l 1=0

The inversion operator, used on the set of booleans m: The inversion operator, denoted by
a bar above an element of /B, is defined by

100

true = fa/se fa/se = true
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B Routing plan syntax

B.1 Introduction

A scan chain routing plan is a description of a possible routing of scan chains in a design. The
initial description of the plan is generated by PrepScan, the designer may modify this plan or
even replace it by another plan. The plan can be complete but incomplete definitions are also
possible.

Note that the routing plan language is restricted to tree-constructs. This means that the de
scription of the scan chain connections is given from the top level design down to library cell
level. Per hierarchical level the routing on that particular level is indicated. Hence, it is not
possible to directly specify a connection between two scan cells at different levels of hierar
chy. lf such a connection is required the scanin and scanout terminals have to be propagated
through the hierarchy levels such that proper scanin and scanout terminals exist at the various
levels of hierarchy.

B.2 Syntax

routing_plan ..- [+ macro +]
macro ..- 'MACRO' {macro}name

( [ 'DERIVEDFROM' {derivedmacro}name] I
[ 'REPLACEDFOR' {replacedmacro}name])
[+ clock_domain +]
( 'ENDMACRO' I 'END') [ ';']

clock_domain ..- 'CLOCKDOMAIN' [ {domain }name ]
( [ 'DRIVENBY' {clocks}clock_list] I
[ 'NOTDRIVEN' ] )
[+ chain +]
( 'ENDCLOCKDOMAIN' I 'END' ) [ ';' ]

chain ..- 'CHAIN' [ {chain}name]
[ length]
[ 'SCANIN' {scanin}name]
[ 'SCANOUT' {scanouts}porclist]
[ 'SCANENABLE' {scanenables}porClist]
[ 'NORMENABLE' {normenables}porClist]
[ 'HOLDENABLE' {holdenables}porclist]
[ 'ORDER'
ordeclist
( 'ENDORDER' I 'END' ) [ ';' ] ]
( 'ENDCHAIN' I 'END' ) [ ';' ]

length ..- 'LENGTH' {length lint
clock_list ..- '(' [-] {clock_port}name [* [,] [ -] {clock_port}name *] ')'
porclist ..- [ - ] {chain_port}name I

'(' [-] {chain_port}name [* [,] [-] {chain_port}name *] ')'
ordeclist ..- element [* element *]
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element ..- {instanee}name 'OFTYPE' {decl}name
[[ 'CLOCKDOMAIN' {damain}name]
'CHAIN' {ehain}name] [ length]

name ..- "" [* anyehar *] ,.. , I
ehar [* ehar I int *]

ehar .. - 'a' I 'b' I 'e' I 'd' I 'e' I 'f' I 'g' I 'h' I 'i' I 'j' I 'k' I
'1' I 'm' I 'n' I 'a' I 'p' I 'q' I 'r' I 's' I '1' I 'u' I
'v' I 'w' I 'x' I 'y' I 'z' I '$' I '_' I '-' I '/' I '\'

anyehar .. any nan-quated eharaeter
int ..- [0-9]*

Camma's, spaces, tabs and newlines are separatars.
'*', '!' and '#' till the end af a line is camment.
[ X ] means that X ean aeeur here at mast anee.
[* X *] means that X ean oeeur here any number af times.
[+ X +] means that X shauld oeeur here at least anee.
'TOKEN' means that TOKEN (a string) should appear here.
Although all tokens are printed in upper case, it is allawed ta use any case for takens.
{tag} is a tag that is used in the next seetian for refereneing to the routing plan syntax. Na
attention should be paid ta these right now.

B.3 Semantics

The semantic tags" {... }" have the following meaning:

• {macro} has na semantic meaning, unless it equals {derivedmacro} / {replacedmacro} or
there is na {derivedmacro}/{replacedmacro} (which means the same), in which case it

refers to the deelaration name of the ceIl in the netlist.

• {derivedmacro} and {replacedmaero} refer to the original ("template") macro for hierar
chy expansion.

• {domain} refers to the elock domain. It has only asemantic meaning when used in the mIe
for 'instanee" in whieh case it must be the name of a elock domain of macro {deel}.

• {scanin} refers to the name of a scan-in port of the ceIl {macro} in the netlist.

• {docks} refers to a list of doek port names of the ceIl {macro} in the netlist.

• {scanouts }, {seanenables}, {normenables } and {holdenables} refer to lists of port names
of the respective port types of the cell {macro} in the netlist.

• {elock_port} refers to the name of a elock port.

• {chain_port} refers to the name of a scan-in, scan-out, scan-enable, norm-enable or hold
enable port.

• {length} refers to the length of the scan chain.
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• {chain} has only asemantic meaning when used in the rule for 'instance', in which case it
must be the name of a chain of dock domain {domain}.

• {instance} refers to the instance name in the {macro}.

• {decl} refers to the declaration name of the mentioned {instance}.
Hierarchy is implicitly described by using some {macro} as {instance}.

LENGTH, SCANIN, SCANOUT, SCANENABLE, NORMENABLE and HOLDENABLE
may be defined in any order.

B.4 Semantic rules

Below, rules are given to which the routing plan must conform in order to represent a valid
routing plan, i.e. a routing plan that corresponds with the design. These rules are an addition
to the syntax, in which it is not possible to render such rules. All ruies will be checked by
Scanit after reading the routing plan.

B.4.1 Rules regarding uniqueness

• All macros must be unique within the routing plan.

• All dock domains must be unique within each macro.

• All chains must be unique within eaeh dock domain.

• All doek ports must be unique within a dock port list.

B.4.2 Rules regarding order of definition

In general, it can be stated that each entity to which is referred should be defined before this
reference, so the rule 'define before use' applies. In particular, the following rules should be
adhered to:

• Referred instances must be (pre) declared in the routing plan.

• Referred dock domains must be (pre) decIared on the macro in the routing plan.

• Referred chains must be (pre) decIared on the macro in the routing plan.

B.4.3 Rule regarding length of chains

• In principle, the {iength} of a scan chain as is specified in the routing plan should be the
sum of the lengths of its separate chain elements. However, incorrect lengths are only
ftagged as a waming, and correct values are calculated.
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B.4.4 Rules related to the design

The following rules mention the relationships between the routing plan and the design.

• if {macro} equals {derivedmacro} or there is no {derivedmacro} then {macro} should be
the name of a declaration cell in the design (or library).

• {derivedmacro} should be the name of a declaration cell in the design (or library).

• The ports that are mentioned in {clocks} must be clock ports in the design.

{instance} would normally be the instanee name of a cell in the design that is contained in
cell {macro}. This is however not always necessary. E.g. one could define buffers in a scan
chain of the routing plan which do not yet exist in the design.

B.4.5 Other rules

• {derivedmacro} and {replacedmacro} refer to the original ("template") macro for hierar
chy expansion. The 'REPLACEDFOR' construct should be used when {macro} is a leaf
macro (i.e. a macro of which the chains do not have chain elements) which refers to a sub
stitution, e.g. the line 'MACRO dfCsff REPLACEDFOR dff' states that the declaration of
flip-flop 'dff' is to be replaced by 'dfCsff'.
In all other cases, the 'DERIVEDFROM' construct must be chosen, unless {macro} equals
{derivedmacro}, in which case the 'DERIVEDFROM' construct is optional. This con
struct defines a different scan chain constellation.

• A clock domain that has no clock ports must be indicated with the 'NOTDRIVEN' con
struct. This construct will only be used for defining a scan chain through a combinatorial
element which clearly has no clock ports. Multiple clock ports are allowed with the
'DRIVENBY' construct. This means that all the ports that are mentioned in the dock port
list {docks} should be connected at a higher level of the hierarchy (compare the "Must
Join" in Edif). Please note that this construct does not refer to multi-phase clocking.

• The scan ports that are mentioned in each chain are all optional, with the exception that
each chain should have at least one scan-in and one scan-out port. There can be only one
scan-in port, but the number of other ports is not restricted.

• For each {instance} its type is given. If this type information is adequate for determining
the right chain (because this type of macro has only one chain) then the 'CLOCKDO
MAIN' and 'CHAIN' constructs are not necessary. If there is only one dock domain but
this dock domain contains more than one chain, then only the 'CHAIN' construct is nec
essary. If there is more than one clock domain, then both 'CLOCKDOMAIN' and
'CHAIN' are necessary.
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